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Young Wild . West At ' A Cowboy "Shindif
OR, ARIETTA CALLING A BLUFF
By AN OLD SCOUT
to leave his pursuers behind, had seen them by
this time, and he now was urgiil!g his horse to
a faster pace, so that he might reach them all
.
quicker.
the
riding
were
friends
his
and
West
Wild
Young
West shouted.
Wild
Young
boys,"
on,
"Come
exthat
land
grazing
of
stretch
over the level
the two Chinamen.
tends for miles in the central part of Wyoming, "The girls will hang back with
are igaining
one afternoon a few ~ears years ago, when they I elm see that that fellow's pursuers
, If the
cau,ght sight of a horseman who was riding furi- on him. Maybe we can stop a lynching.
proof against him
ously toward them. Not far behind him were a man is a horse thief and· thethem
take him. But
is clear, of course we will let
numbers of cowboys.
there must be a settlement around· here, and if
"Something's up, boys!" Wild exclaimed, turn- there is, most likely there is a justice of thd
ing to 'h is two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, and peace there. We will see to it that he is taken
Jim Dart. "It looks to me as though those fel- to the -justice of the peace, and won't allow them
lows are after that nian. He may be a horse to lynch him, as probably . they might want to
thief, or he may be an honest man. I reckon do."
we'll have to see about it."
Tl1e two boys and Cheyenne Charlie now ror1e
The approaching horsemen were fully a mile swiftly forward, and the distance between the
could
away, but the air was clear and our friends
approaching horseman rapidly lessened. In less
see them quite distinctly. They had come over than two minutes they reined in their steeds and
and
the top of a knoll that lay off to the west,
waited for him to come to a halt, while the purthus it was that they had not been able to see suing cowboys came right on, yelling furiously
them before. Riding near Wild at the time the and waving their guns.
horsemen came in stght was his· charming, golden"What's the trouble, iitranger?" Young Wild ,
haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, whose mount West asked, in the cool and easy way that he was
was a white broncho. Arietta was a real girl so famous forof the West, she having been born and - reared
"Them fellers wanted ter give me ·a lickin',"
near Fort Bridger during the troublous times came the quick reply. "They are a bad lot, and
with the redskins. Of course she had learned how they're down on me 'cause l discharged 'em from
to handle firearms, and could master a horse as my ranch ther other day. One of 'em told me
well as the average cowboy. Riding beside Chey- when they left that he would git square with me,
en~e Charlie, the well-J:mown scout, was _his wife, an' they happened ter ketch me about an hour
Anna; while close behmd them came Jim Dart, ago as I was ridin' over to a neighbor's, so ther
a boy about the same age as our hero, and his only thing I could do was ter light out. They'v.e
sweet'heart, Eloise Gardner. Bringing up the got it in for me good _a n' hard, an' there ain't
rear of the little procession, as it might be no tellin' what they would do afore they got
termed, were two Chinamen who were in the through, if they was allowed ter go ahead. My
employ of Young Wild West and his companions name is William Ross, but everybody calls me
as cook and handy man. They were brothers Bill. I own ther Ace High Ranch, which is about
named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and th1;y were twenty miles southewest of here, ther other side
leading the two pack-horses that carried the of ther rise yer kin see back there. Don't let
camping outfit of the party.
them galoots give me a maulin,' 'cause I'm an
It was a pleasant day in October. .The air ;was · honest man, .an' always treat everybody right.
clear and crisp, and the sun shone brightly. Smee But they're no good. I found they ·was stealin'
eatiil!g the noonday meal our friends had been my cattle, so I discharged 'em."
"Well, Mr. Ross, just take it easy. I believe
following a trail that showed signs of being used
considerably, and . they were expecting almost at what you say, for your face is not that of a man
any time to come in sight of a settlement. The who would tell an untruth. We will see to it that
CHAPTER I.-Saving A Ranchman From A
Lickin'.

horseman, who seemed to be doing his level best

they don't harm you, you can bet."

.
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Before anything further could be said the cowboys, seven in number, galloped up to the scene
and brought their bronchos to a halt.
"We want that 1galoot," one of them shouted,
as he dismounted and stepped over close to the
ranchman.
"Is that so?" our hero answered, coolly. "What
do you want him for?"
"That's our business, JU)ung feller. I said we
wanted him, an' that's all there is to it. We're
goin' ter have him, too."
"Yes, you told me that. But that is not at
all satisfactory. Has this man done anything
wrong?"
"Done anything wrong?" and the leader of the
cowboys looked amazed. "Well, I should reckon he
had. But I don't know as I've got ter tell you
was it was. Jest you mind your own business
now, or you'll git into trouble."
"Well, I am so much in the habit of igetting
into trouble that I rat her like it. Now then, I'll
tell you that you can't have this man."
"You tell me that, you snip of a kid!" thundered the cowboy, his brow darkening and a
dangerous gleam showing in his eyes.
"Yes, I tell you that. Now then, what are
.
you going to do about it?"
As he said this the young deadshot coolly dismounted and faced the man.
"Digiger," said the ranchman, in a persuasive
tone of voice, "I reckon you had better haul in
your '.horns a little. You're goin' altogether too
far. Why don't yer tell ther boy what you wanted me for? But I've already told him, so he
knows. You want ter give me a good lickin',
cause I discharged yer ther other day. That's
all you've got against me, Dtgger."
"I reckon that's enough, Bill Ross," was the ,
angry retort, as the leader of the cowboys turned
his gaze from Young Wild West to the ranchman
for an instant. "But don't you think that these
three galoots is goin' ter stop us from takin' yer.
We made up our minds that we was ,goin' ter
give you ther worst lickin' you ever had. You
called us thieves, an' yer can't prove that we
· are. That's enough ter make us want yer, I
reckon."
"I'll prove that you're thieves, all right, afore
many days, an' don't yer forgit it," Bill Ross
retorted, angrily, for it seemed that he felt that
he was sure of being protected, and could express himself without fear.
Two of the other cowboys now dismounted and
ste~ped forwar$i, as though they meant to assist
the1r leader in taking the ranchman a prisoner.
"Hold on, there, you sneakin' coyotes! Jest
keep off a little!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
as he drew· his gun and covered them. "The1·
first galoot as interferes with Young Wild West
an' that feller will git a chunk of hot lead in his
system. You hear what I say!"
Jim Dart had pulled a revolver also, and he
s~t on the back of his horse in a way that told
plainly that he was not at all alarmed. Digger,
as the leade1· was called was now the picture of
surprise. He looked from one to the other of the
three who had championed the cause of the ranchman, but did not offer to make a move toward
the latter.
"Well, what are you going to do about it, my

friends?" our hero asked, a smile showing upon
his handsome face.
"Do about it?" cried the rascal, the blood rushing to his face instantly. "Why, if you don't git
out of my way I'll wipe up ther ground wit-h yer.
I don't care if yer are nothin' but a boy."
"So you'll wipe up the ground with me, will
you?"
The question was asked in a tantalizing way,
for Young Wild West was simply playing with
the fellow now. The cowboy leader hesitated a
moment, for there was something in the way the
boy spoke that must have told him to go slow.
But his anger quickly got the best of him, however, and uttering an oath, he swung hard with
his right hand, as though he ineant to strike the
young deadshot on the side of the head and send
him to the ground. But his brawny hand merely
swept the empty air, and then before he could
recover, a clenched fist planted itself squarely between his eyes and sent him staggering.
"Come on, you big brute!" our hero exclaimed,
his eyes flashing. "You're going to wipe up the
. ground with me, you say. If you can do that it
will be the first time it has ever happened, you
can bet. ' I am willing to let you do it, so come
,
on."
Digger now began walking back and forth, at
the same time emitting a string of oaths. But
he did not offer to come any closer to the boy
who had hit him so hard between the eyes.
"Jest wait till I git hold of yer," he shouted.
"There won't be nothin' more than a ,g rease spot
left."
"Well, what are you waiting for?" came the
cool retort. "Jump in and wipe up the ground
with me."
"Give it to him, Digger," called out one of the
cowboys.
"You shet up," advised Cheyenne Charlie,
threateningly. "If you feel like havin' a little
scrimmage, jest tackle me after Diigger gits
through with Young Wild West."
"Don't yer think I'm afraid of you!" exclaimed
the man.
"All right, we'll see about that in a few
minutes. Jest you stay right the;re on your horse
till this other thing is over with."
The advice he received from one of his followers no doubt spurred the leader on, and suddenly he made a rush at the boy who was standinig
with his arms at his sides: · But a side step that
was done so quickly that the rascal hardly knew
how it happened served to save the boy from the
fierce onslaught that was made upon him. The
fists of Digger missed him by several feet, and
before he could stop the -rush, Young Wild West
swung his right fist hard and caught him behind
the ear. Down he went to the grass, falling flat
upon his stomach. It was a terrible blow that our
hero had landed, for his weight had gone with it.
and the cowboy leader was temporarily rendered
unconscious.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, as he was called for
short by his friends and acquaintances, "I reckon
your leader don't know how to fiight very well.
He made a mistake when he told me he was going
to wipe up the grou~d with me. But he will be all
right in a minute or two, so don't be alarmed. I
haven'~ killed him. Now then, maybe there are
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"Well, Mr. Ross," the boy said, smiling at him,
"I reckon it" didn't take long to settle those villains, did it?"
"It sartinly didn't, my boy," was the reply.
"But say, I don't know exactly what ter say to
yer. You beat anything in ther line of a boy or
man that I ev~ sot eyes on afore. But didn't you give Digiger a good lickin', though? I never would
have believed it."
"Well, boss, I reckon that galoot -..vasn't ther
first ter git licked by Young Wild West," Cheyenne Charlie observed, with a grin. "I jest wish
that other feller had got off his horse an' had it
out with me. I wouldn't have been very long in
smashin' his jaw for him, you kin bet your life."
"I don't dou'!>t it, friend," and the ranchman
nodded and smiled at the scout.
Then he turned to our hero and added:
"So you're Young Wild West, are yer?"
"Yes, sir, that's the name I am compelled to
go by, since I never had any other that I can
remember."
"Well, your name ain't strange ter me. I. first 1
heard it some two or three years ago, when you
was helpin' ther soldiers lick ther Sioux, over in
ther Bad Lands of Dakota. But it never struck
me that you was• as young as all this. When
that rascal of a Digger said yer was only a , boy
he told ther plain truth."
d W'ld
,,
't h I tl t I
"W 11 I
i
e P ia , ~m sure, an
e , . can
laugh~d hl};htly at the_ mans earnest way of
spe3;krnig. Perhaps I will be a man some day. It
won t take much longer, you kno';,, though I have
about got my growth, I suppose.
"~h, Y?U're a man now, a~ far as ~akin' ~are of
yourself goes. Why, you licked Digger Jest as
easy as though he had been a six-year-old child."
"Well, I suppose I do know ho~ to handle my
fists, Mr. Ross. But that's all n;ght. Just tell
us something about yourself. l ~houg?t you said
your ranch was about twenty miles distant from
here."
"Yes, that's right. I eall it ther Ace High
Ranch, too, 'cause it's about ther best one in these
parts, which is sayin' a whole lot, 'cause tl)ere's
a dozen or more layin' around within fifty miles
of us. I want yer ter come over with me as soon
as I go an' 'tend to ther business I was on when
them se~en rascals come after me. A neighbor
of mine was to pay me seven hundred dollars
which· he owed me to-day, an' that's where I was
headin' when they rode out of a bunch of sagebrush an' surprised me. If I had got ther money
afore t,hey come after me I misght have thought
they meant ter rob me of it, but as it was, it
· seems that they only wanted ter git revenge 'cause
I discharged 'em. They got so hievin' with my
cattle that I jest had ter let 'em go. While I
didn't have no proof exactly, I knowed well
, enough that they were guilty, an' that's why I I
discharged 'em. Digger told me he would git satisfaction, an' I s'pose this is ther way he meant
ter do it. But they didn't git me. did they?"
"No, they didn't, Mr. Ross. I am mighty glad
we happened along just in time. By the way it
looked to me, they would surely have caught you
CHAPTER II.-On the Way to Ace Hisgh Ranch. if you had continued on for two or -three miles.
As the cowboys rode away the ranchman stood They all seemed to have good horses."
"Yes, that's right. This old plug of mine ain't
near his horse, looking at Young Wild West in
much good any more. But I sorter like him, an'
1ilent admiration.

some of you who know how to fight better thaI>
he does."
. "One of 'e;n says he kin lick me, Wild," spoke
up the scout. -"I reckon I won't be satisfied till ,
I tackle him."
"If- yer want ter fight me, jest ride out here
a little distance," came the reply from the fellow
the scout had had the words with a short time before. "I'll show yer how I kin shoot."
"All right, I'm your huckleberry, you sneakin'
galoot. Come on."
"Wait a minute, Charlie," spoke up Young Wild
West. "Digger is coming to. Maybe he is not
exactly satisfied yet."
Sure enough, the cowboy leader raised his head
just then and looked about him as though he had
just awakened from a deep slumbe·r and had no
idea where he was. But .i t must have flashed
upon him quickly, for. he slowly, got upon his feet
and walked toward his horse.
"Boys," said he, to his companions, "I reckon
we'll let this business drop for a while. That
boy ain't human. He hit m,e so hard that I'm _all
~uddled ~~- I know I d~n t sta!!d, no show w} th
him fightm ,,that way, an as I amt no hog, Ive
.
,,
.
go! enough.
See here, D1~ger, spoke up '\Yild, as he s~epped over and laid a hand upon his shoulder, before you go I want you t~ tell me why you want
this man you were chasmg. He has told me,
and though I believe him, I would like to hear it
from you. Now then, all you wanted him for
was to give him a thrashing, because he called
you a thief and discharged you. Is that right?"
"I reckon that's enouigh. I ain't no thief."
"All right, let it go at that, then .. Now then,
I think you had better mount your horse and ride
away."
Digger got upon the back of his horse, but it
cost him an effort to do it which told plainly
that he had not fully recov;red from the effects
of the blows. behind the ear. He turned his
broncho and started to ride off, the rest following suit. But Cheyenne Charlie was not at all
satisfied with this arrangement.
"Say!" he called out, as he rode after them,
shaking his finger at the man who had offered
to fight him on horseback, "don't yer want ter
have it out?"
"Not now," was the reply. "I'll meet you later."
"Let them go, Charlie," Wild added, shaking
his head. "There is no use in having any blood
spilled. If the two of you go out there to fight
it out, most likely you'll dro-p him, and that is
something I don't want to happen just now. Maybe tho~e villains have seen the terror of their
ways, and they will settle down to lead better
lives. Let them go."
"Jest as you say, Wild; you're ther boss," and
the scout who was always ready to abide by any
decision the young deadshot made, gave a nod
and turned his horse to ride over to where the
,
girls and the two Chinamen were waiting.
Meanwhile the seven rascally cowboys lost no
time in leaving the spot.
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I always use him when I want ter go on an errand. But which way are yer headin'?"
"Nowhere in particular."
· "How's that?"
"Well, I'll tell you, Mr. Ross. We seldom start
out for any particular destination. We have a
fondness for hunting up excitement and adventure, so when we leave one place we don't exactly know where we are going to fetch up; but
usually we run into some sort of an adventure
that makes it interesting and lively for us. I's
there a settlement anywhere close by?"
"Yes, there's one less than ten mil.es from here.
Yer kin see it after you git over ther ridge over
there. It's · called Bucker Creek, an' while it
ain't much of a place, i~ a sort of headquarters
i'or the1· ranchers an' cowboys in this section.
There's a good store there, an' we all kin buy jest
about what we want. S'pose you'll ride on till
yer come to ther settlement, won't yer?"
"Yes, for by that -time we'll be thinking about
camping for the night. The sun is getting pretty
·
well ~own, as you . can see."
"Ye&, that'-s right, an' I want ter 1git home afore
it gits dark. Well, it won't be much out of your
way ter go over to that neighbor's of mine, so
s'pose yer ride along with me. I ain't afraid of
them rascals botherin' me again~ but it will be
jest as well if yer go with me, I think."
"We will be glad to do that, Mr. Ross. But
let me introduce you to my companions:''
Wild then quickly made the ranchman acquainted with Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and the
girls. Ross seemed more than pleased at the
introduction, and he told the girls that they must
surely pay a visit to his ranch, as he had a ~
and two daughters who would be very glad to
entertain them a few days. Uiey all mounted
their horses now, and turning slightly to the left,
the ranchman led the way in the directi0n he
wanted to go. When they reached the piece of
high ground he pointed out the ranch, which lay
less than three or four miles distant.
"There's where I was headin' for," he explained,
"but when them igaloots come at me all of a
sudden I had ter ride almost directly away from
it. I didn't have a chance ter swing around an'
head for there."
"I understand," our hero answered. "Now
when we get close to the ranch you ride on up
and attend to your business, and we will wait for
you. If we go with you the ranchman and. his
family will be so interested in us that they will
keep us there for a while, if you should tell them
how we happened to come along in time to stop
the cowboys from giving you a rough handling.
Don't say anything about it to the people at the
house, Mr. Ross."
"Well, I won't s:#y much, you kin bet on that. I
ain't got time. I'm an;idous ter git over to ther
settlement with yer, 'cause I've got an idea that
I might git yer ter ride on down to my ranch."
"Well, I hardly think we'll do that to-night,
but we'll come over to-morrow or the next day,
•
·
sure."
"Think you'll stay around here a little while,
·
then, do yer?"
"Well, that depends upon what there is going
on at the settlement. If it proves to be pretty
tame there we'll ride over ther first thi.nig in the
morning and pay a short visit at your ranch. But

if there is anything to keep us there, we'll stay at
the settlement until the following day."
"Most likely you'll stay, then, ·'cause there's
goin' ter be a big time there to-morrow night."
"A big time? What sort of time?"
"There's goin' ter be a cowboy shind.iigdance, yer know."
"Oh, I see. Well, that ought to afford some
excitement. Probably we may take it in."
"We ain't had one at Bucker Creek in a good
while, so you kin bet ther big hall will be putty
well filled up with dancers. There's always a lively time when we do have '·e m."
Wild thought a minute, and then nodding to the
ranchman, he said :
"Would it be shorter for you to ride direct
home after you attend to your business at the
ranch over there?"
"Yes, four or five miles shorter."
"Well, then, suppose we go on direct to your
ranch? Then we can come over to the settlement
to-morrow afternoon and take in the shindig at
night."
"Good! That will jest suit me to a T. Come
on. Don't be afraid that you won't find grub
enough at my place. We alwavs keep a good
supply of everything on hand, an' it won't take
ther old woman an' ther goals long ter fix yer
up a rousin' good supper."
Of course, the rest were willing to this arrangement, and when Wild asked them what they
thought of it they quickly told him so. So they
rode on wit~ the ranchman, and it was not long
before they came to the ranch he had started
to visit that afternoon. They did not ride any
closer than half a mile to the house, however,
but dismounted near a clump of trees and waited
for him. He was not gone more than fifteen
minutes, and when he came back there was a satisfied smile on his face.
"I got my money, all right," he called out, as
he rode up. "That man is honest. He knowed it
was due to-day, so he had it ready for me. Any
time he wants to be helped out again he kfn come
to me, an' I'll only be too glad ter do it. That's
what I told him. He asked who you folks was, an'
of course I had ter tell him. He had heard of
yer, too, an' he wanted ter know why I didn't
fetch yer over to ther house. But I told him that
yer was in a hurry ter g-it over to my ranch,
where you was goin' ter spend a few days, but
that he could meet you to-morrow at ther cowboy
shindig. That satisfied him. I forgot ter tell yer
that my neighbor's name is Marshall. He's got
a wife an' a couple of daughters, too, so I reckon
your igals will have plenty of company over at
ther settlement to-morrow night. There's lots of
go6d young fellers around here, too, though of
course there's here an' there one that don't
amount to much. Then seven galoots I discharged
are about th~r worst there is around here, I ree-kon. But I think there'll be plenty to take care of
them if they happen ter come to ther shindig an'
try ter make trouble. Digger has got ther reputation of makin' trouble about everywhere he
goes, an' I don't like him for that, though. he
putty good sort of man on ther
always was
cattle 'range."
As they were ready to go on with him our
friends sta1·ted their horses and followed him
across a level stretch until they came to a trail
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"How do yer make whisky?"
"Takee lillee water, makee lillee magic, and len
it allee samee tanglefoot.'1
"Well, I'll have ter see that done afore I kin
believe it.''
"Allee light, me showee you. Now len, yo11
watchee.''
While the ranchman was still holding the flask
in his hand the clever Chinee produced another
that was almost exactly like it. It was filled
with water, and he asked Ross to taste it. so he
would be sure about it. This the ranchman did.
handing over the other flask as he took the one
containing the water. When he had tasted it he
was satisfied that it was nothing but water, but
to make sure he poured out a little in his hand.
"It's water, all right, Hop," he declared. "Now
then, let's see yer make it turn into whisky."
"Me havee covee up to do lat," and out came the
Chinaman's big yellow silk handkerchief, which
he used when he wanted to practice his deceptions. The two were now quite a distance behind
the rest of the party, as even Wing had gone on.
to show that he cared nothing for what Hop did
in the humorous line. Hop took the bottle containing water and began carefully wrapping it in
the handkerchief. Anyhow, Ross thought he did.
but in some way unobserved by him, the clever
Chinee had changed the flasks. But that was all
in ·the sleight-of-hand business. Hop could deceive much sharper men than the ranchman.
"Now len; you holdee velly muchee tightee, sG
be," he said, as he handed the wrapped flask tG
CHAPTER III.-Hop Shows A Little Sleight of him. "Me showee you how me makee um water
turnee to velly goodee tanglefoot."
Hand.
"I don't believe it can be done," and Ross shook
Meanwhile Hop was conversing in a very his head and grinned.
"Allee light, you waitee."
friendly way with the -ranchman.
Then Hop began muttering something in hia
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Loss," said
own .language, at the same time making mysteriHop.
"Well, when yer git to ther house I want yer ous passes over the ranchman's hands. · Sudter show us somethin' of what yer kin do. I've denly he looked up and exclaimed:
"Alle~ Jight! Um magic allee samee workee
heard from these people that you can do some
velly mcee. Tak;ee off um hanqklechief, Misler
tricks."
"Allee light, me do lat vellv muchee quickee." Loss."
"All right, I'll do that quick enouigh.''
"I'm sorry we didn't go on around by ther setHe was not long in removing the handkerchief
tlement now, .,cause I feel jest like askin' yer ter
have somethin' ter drink. If I had a flask with and the flask being an amber colored one he could
me I'd sartinly give yer a good pull at it, Hop." not tell whether it was whisky or water 'that was
"You likee lillee dlink of tanglefoot?" came the in it. But he removed the cork and placed it tG
his nostrils.
query.
"Well, I don't know as it would go bad jest
"It smells like whisky, all right," he declared.
about now."
but I dontt s'pose there's anything strange aboub
"Me gottee some."
.
that. Most likely that's what was. in it afore you
"Yer have?" and the ranchman looked at him put ther water in."
in surprise.
"Lat .allee samee tanglefoot, Misler Loss.''
"Me gottee lillee bottle in um pockee."
"Well, if it is, I'll give yer five dollars for it•
Hop quickly produced a half pint flask that
"Allee light, you tastee."
•
was full of liquor. He removed the cork, and
Ross placed the flask to his lips and allowed
leaning over, handed the flask to Ross, who a very small quantity of the contents to trickle
promptly gave a nod of satisfaction and placed it into liis throat. A look of surprise came over
to his mouth. He took two or three swallows, his face, and then he took a big swallow. Not
and lessened the quantity greatly.
satisfied with that, he took another, and then
"That's putty good stuff, Hop," he declared, he- drew the flask from his mouth and smacked
smacking his lips. "Where did yer 1git it?"
his lips.
"Me buy lat at um last town we stoppee at, so
"Blamed if that ain't wonderful, Hop!" he- exbe. Me keepee for medicine. Sometimes me makee claimed. . "That's whisky, all right: Why, ft
velly goodee tanglefoot."
tastes jest as good as what yer give me first ofl."
"You make it, yer say?"
.
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Loss."
"Yes, lat liight. Me allee samee velly smartee
"Well, I should say yer was. I ain't J(oin' ter
Chinee."
be surprised at anything you do after this. I
that ran almost parallel with a creek. The ranchman kept up a rattling conversation as they rode
along, and this made the time pass quicker than
it would otherwise have gone. Finally when they
had probably five miles further to go, he dropped
back and began to talk to the two Chinamen.
Cheyenne Charlie grinned broadly when he noticed this.
"I'll bet if he gits putty friendly with Hop
there'll be somethin' ter happen that he ain't lookin' foi," he declared. "Ther heathen ain't had
a chance ter play a trick on anybody in nearly a
week, an' he must be itchin' ter have some fun."
"Well, suppose you drop back there · an' see
that he doesn't overdo the matter, if he does try
to have a little fun with the ranchman, Charlie,"
Wild said.
"Jest what I was thinkin' of doin'."
The scout slackened his pace and was soon ridinig along near the two Chinamen and the ranchman. The fact was that though Hop and Wing
were brothers and looked much alike, there was a
vast difference in them. Wing had settled down
to be a plain, inoffensive heathen, who was strictly
honest and attended to his work faithfully. He
never mixed in with anyone, but when he had
nothing else to do would doze away, whether. it
was during the day or at night. Hop, on the
other hand, though he was very innocent in
manner. and appearance, was a born practical
joker.
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said I'd give yer five dollars for this if it was
whisky, so here's ther money."
"Thlap.kee; me velly muchee 'bliigee," and Hop
pocketed the gold piece that was tendered him.
"Try a little of it," and the ranchman showed
how generous he was by passing the flask to Hop.
One thing about the clever Chinee was that he
had a great fondness for tanglefoot, as he always called whisky. The flask was not more than
one-third full when he received it, but when
he took it away from his lips it was empty.
"You velly nicee man, Misler Loss," he said,
as he handed back the empty flask.
"That's all right, Hop," and then Ross looked
ruefully at the empty flask.
·
For reasons of his own, Hop did not go any further ~ith his sleight-of-hand just then. He had
received a five-dollar gold piece for two big
drinks of tanglefoot, and he was well satisfied.
Of course, he had the flask containing the water
in his pocket yet, but as it happened that the
other one held the last of his supply of whisky,
he was unable to deceive Ross further in that
line. The ranchman was going to throw away
the bottle, but Hop stopped him.
"If you no wantee, me keepee," he said.
"All right, I reckon I don't want it when the}e's
nothin' in it. But how about ther one you have
got in your pocket? There's got some in it yet."
"Me keepee lat for medicine, so be, Misler
Loss."
"Oh, all right. Well, I won't coax yer. I'm
satisfied with what I got for my five dollars.
You're ther smartest heathen I ever seen."
They rode on and Hop entertained him with
some wonderful stories about his uncle in China,
and at length they arrived at Ace High Ranch,
As the party rode up to the house a middle-aged
woman and two girls came .,out upon the porch.
As they rode up and came to a halt the woman
and girls leaped down from the porch and ran to
meet them, just as though they had always known
them,
"I've brought Young Wild West an' his friends
ter pay us a liHle visit, Mary," Ross said. "Jest
give 'em a good welcome. Young Wild West
done me an awful 1good turn this afternoon. He
saved me from gittin' a good beatin' from them
galoots I discharged ther other day."
The mistress of the ranch hardly heard what
he said, for she was busily assisting the girls to
dismount, and as fast as they landed upon the
ground she kissed them.
"Come right in ther house," she said. "Strangers is always welcome. I'm awful glad ter
see yer."
The girls were pretty well used to that sort
of thing, so they were not long in introducing
themselves, and then they went into the house
with Mrs. Ross and her daughters.
.
"They're all right, an' it didn't take- long
either, did it?" the ranchman said, with a satisfied
smile. "Now then, come an' put your horses
away. You're goin' ter stay over here till tomorrow n1~ht, an' then we'll all go over to ther
shindig."
Our friends had already noticed that it was a
well kept ranch. Reaching the barn they were
not long in ~putting away their horses, while their
<:'\roping outfit was stowed in the feed room, as
~ss called it.
•

"Now then," said he, "we'll go to ther house
an' yer kin git acquainted with my wife an'
daughters. My son ain't come in yet. He's my
foreman, yer know, an' he's igot quite a lot ter
do. But he'll be in afore bedtime, you kin bet."
It was getting dark now, and our friends were
rather hungry. When they got into the house
they found the girls sitting alone, for Mrs. Ross
and her daughters had gone to the kitchen to
prepare something extra for supper.
"Well, what do you think of this ranch, girls?"
Wild said, as he took a seat in the big sittingroom.
I
"It's about as fine a one as I ever saw." Arietta
answered. "This is certainly a large one, and it
is furnished nicely, too."
"Well, they call it the Ace High Ranch, so I
suppose that means :that it is about the best one
there is in these parts. But, anyhow, I am-satisfied that Bill Ross is a fine man."
"And his wife and daughters are just as nice
as they can be, Wild," declared Arietta.
"Well, that's good. I reckon we can manage to
put in a night and day here, then."
Pretty soon the ranchman, wh had gone to the
kitchen, came in and informed them that they
could go around to the shed at the back and find
water, soap and towels, so they took advantage
of it and were soon removing the dust and travel
stains from themselves. This did not take very
long, so there was nothing to do but Ito go back
into the sitting-room, which was lighted brightly
by two oil lamps that stood upon the high
mantel. Hop and Wing were in the shed back of
the kitchen. There was a bench there, and a
lighted lantern, so they were quite comfortable;
Mrs. Ross happened to go out there for something
and seeing them there, she showed igreat surprise
and exclaimed:
"Why, there ain't no use of you stayin' out
here! Come on in ther house. You ' belong to
Young Wild West'.s party, so it's all right. It
don't make no difference if you are Chinese."
"Allee light," Hop answered, blandly, so he
promptly walked into the kitchen and Wing, n·o t
wishing to be left behind, followid his example.
"Go right into ther sittin' room," the woman
said', as she led the way and opened the door,
The two Chinamen went on in and sat down.
"Well, what do yer think of this!" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie. "Here's them two heathens
here."
·
"Lat allee 11ght, Misler Charlie. Um velly
nicee Melican woman tellee me to comee in, 1;0
my fool"blother, he comee, too."
"Well, you're jest as welcome here as any one
else," the ran_chman spoke up, and then as though
it had just occurred to him, he relatej how Hop
had changed a flask of water into whic;ky.
"It was worth five dollars," he said, in conclusion, "an' I don't begrudge it a bit. Of
course, I know there was some trick a')out it,
but it ain't for me to understand sich things. I
give him five dollars, an' he's welcome ter it."
"Well, Mr. Ross," said Wild, smiling at him,
"ypu paid altogether too much for what little
whisky you r~ceived. You thought Hop wrapped
the flask of water into the' handkerchief, but he
didn't do it. He only made you think he did.
No doubt he has the flask of water in his pocket now. ~How about it, Hop?"
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"Lat allee light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman
answered, with a shrug of the shoulrlers.
"Well, if it's all right just produce it. Fetch
out that flask of water."
Hop bowed meekly and quickly did as directed.
"There, Mr. Ross," said Wild, taking it and
handing it to the ranchman. "Just examine that
and see if it isn't water.".
Ross was not long in doing this, and declared
that it certainly was water.
"Well, that's the fla sh you thought he wrapped into the handkerchief, but instead he wrap•
ped the one that contained the whisky. Of course
you couldn't catch him doing it, for he is ver:y
clever at that sort of work. I reckon he had
better hand you back that five dollars."
"Lat whattee me thlinkee, Misler Wild," Hop
spoke up, and . without waiting an instant ha
tossed the five-dollar gold piece to the astonish~
ranchman, who failed to catch it, so it went . roHing upon the floor.
· But the clever Chinee ran after it, and soon
captured the coin.
"Mishler Loss," said he, as he placed it in the
palm of ffll.e ranchman's hand, "you shuttee you
hand velly ·muchee tight, so be, so um fivee dollee
no gittee outtee."
"What are yer goin' ter do now, Hop?" came
the question.
"Lat allee li;ght. Holdee velly tightee."
"There yer are, then," and the ranchman shut
his hand quickly as the Chinaman pulled his
fingers away.
"You gottee fivee dollee in you hand, Misler
Loss?"
-~'Yes, I'm sartin of that, Hop."
"Allee light. Now len, when we countee thlee
you lookee. Maybe you no gottee um fivee dollee
gold piece."
"Yer can't fool me on that, Hop, 'cause I shut
·
right down it hard," declared Ross.
"Allee light. Now Jen, you watchee."
Then he raised his index finger, and brinigi.ng
it down quickly, said:
"One!"
The ranchman looked at his clenched hand.
"Two!"
"She's there yet, Hop," he said.
"Thlee!"
"An' I'm sartin she's right there yet, too."
.
"Allee light, you lookee."
Ross opened his hand and gave vent to an exclamation of surprise. He had a coin in his hand,
sure enough, but it was a nickel. The five-dollar
gold _piece had vanished.
"Well, by thhunderl" he ejaculated. "First yer
change water into whisky, an' now yer change
five dollars into five cents. Well, I don't know
what you'll do next, Hop, but it's all right. I
s'pose I kin keep this nickel, can't I?"
"Give him the five- dollars, Hop," commanded
Wild, who was not just in the humor for the
Chinaman to go on with his simple tricks.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop meekly
obeyed. "You keepee um nickel, too, Misler Loss,"
be said. "You velly muchee welcome."
"I'll keep ther nickel, but I won't keep ther
five dollars. I'm goin' ter make you a present of
it. Now don't say you won't take it, cau!}e I
won't have it no other way. .' l'hat five-dollar gold
piece is yours."

,,

- Wild said no more, for he plainly saw that Rosa
wanted Hop to have it. A few minutes later su1>per was announced to be ready, so that all went
into the dining-room and sat down to a very goocl
meal, even though it had been rather hurriedly
prepared.
CHAPTER IV.-The Rascally Cowboys Appear
Again.

. It was a very pleasant evening that our friends
spent at the Ace High Ranch. They retired a
little later than usual, but this did not preve•t
them from sleeping soundly, though they were
used to sleeping in the open air. Joe Ross, the
ranchman's son, had returned before bed-time,
and they had found him to be a very fine yoma«
man, who was somewhat of an athkte, and rather
good looking. Mary, his eldest si!lter, had informed Arietta that Joe was en.g~ to marry
one of Marshall's daughters, and that th~ wedding
would take place about Christmas time. It was.
not long after they had eaten breakfast the next
morning when Wild and Arietta, who were taking
a walk in the vicinity of the h•use, saw a small
party of horsemen riding down the trail that led
to the ranch. They knew they were cowboys
right away, and thought they must be employed
by Ross. But as they drew a little nearer there
was something that looked familiar about them1
and then it was that Wild sutldenly recognizoo
them as the same party who had tried so hard
to catch the ranchman the day befere for the
purpose of giving him a beating.
"I wonder what thase feU.ws are up to, Et?"
our hero said, as he watched the approaching
cowboys. "It seems to me they've g6lt a nerve to
show up here after what happened y::sterday.
afternoon."
"Maybe they are coming over to apologize,
,
Wild," Arietta answered.
. "Well, if they are, I don't think it will do them
any good. It certainly won't as far as I am
concerned, though Ross may lie willing to accept
an apology from them. But kt's go on back to
the house and see what hap:,ens when they get ·
here. There's Ross standing en the porch now.
He sees them coming, and no deubt he recOtgnizes
them."
The two were not long in reaching the house,
and by that time Charlie and Jim, as well as the
r~st of the inmates, were outside waiting for the
cowboys to ride up.
"Well, I see your discharged men are coming
over to see you this morning, Mr. Ross," Wild
said, smiling at the ranchman.
"Yes, an' I don't know what it means, Wild,"
was the reply. "I don't see what ever possessed
'em ter come here. They needn't think I'd take
'em back ~ain, 'cause I ain't got no use for 'em,
an' I wouldn't take 'em if they agreed ter work
for nothin'. They're nothin' but a set of cattle
thieves, anyhow."
The rascally cowboys soon reached the spot,
and as they came to a halt Digger, the leader,
took off his hat and bade all hands a polite good,.
morning.
"Maybe yer think it funny that we've come
over here, Bill," he said, addressing the ranchman. "But after what happened yesterday "'.6 got
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ter thinkin' an' talkin', an' we've decided that we
made a mighty big mistake. We're all very sorry
that we got so mad at yer that we wanted ter
lick yer for dischargin's us. We thought we
would come over this mornin' an' tell yer that
we're willin' ter go ter worjl: again. You was a
little hot-headed when you said we was thieves,
of course. You know well enough that there
ain't one of us as would take a thing what didn't
belong ter us. You lost cattle, I know, but we
wasn't ter blame for it."
"That's all right, Digger," Ross retorted, his
eyes flashing with anger. "I happen ter know
that yqu are thieves, an' I'm goin' ter prove it.
Now then, jest turn around an' git away from
here a good deal faster than yer come."
"If you say for us ter Li;O, of course we'll go,"
the leader answered, acting as though he was not
greatly surprised at the reception they had received. "But you can't never prove that we're
thieves. None of us ever took as much as a dead
calf from yer, let alone any cattle. We ain't
that sort of galoots. We're honest, an' we kin
prove it."
"See here, Digger, •! don't want ter go into no
argument about this here thi~. but since yer
say I can't prove that yer stole my cattle, I'll tell
yer who it was what seen yer sl!llin' four of my
fattest steers ter a wagon train that went
through here about a week ago. Do yer want ter
know who it was?"
"Yes, I'd like ter see ther galoot as says we
done anything like that."
"All right, it was my son Joe, an' when he told
me about it I couldn't hardly believe it, an' ther
reason I didn't say anything about if afore was
'cause I didn't want him to git in no trouble with
yer. But it's different now, so that's why I know
you're cattle thieves."
"Where is Joe? I'll bet he wouldn't say that
to my face!" Digger exclaimed, angrily.
"Well, it happens that he's gone out on ther
range, so he ain't here ter face yer. But don't
you think for a minute that Joe wouldn't tell
ye jest what he thinks. He ain't afraid of yer,
nor any one you have got with yer."
"Well, when I meet him I'll bet he'll take that
back, or there'll be somethin' ter happen te1
him mighty quick."
"See here," said ·wild, sternly, "you're begin,
ning to make threats, Digger. Now you take mt
advice and keep your mouth shut. Y'Ou have al·
ready been lold to get away from here. I have
sized you and your gang up pretty well, and I
am of the opinion that you are all a set of rascals.
You don't seem to be satisfied with the thrashing
I gave you yesterday, so if you don't move quickl:9
I'll just pull you off your horse and give you some
more."
It was evident that the rascally leader of the
cowboys was expecting something like this, for
with wonderful quickness he whipped out his
gun and leveled it at the young deadshot's breast.
'·Go on and pull me off my horse, Young Wild
West," he said, with a laugh. "I'd jest like ter
see yer do that now."
He certainly had the drop on our hero, but
Wild never once flinched.
"You would like to see me do it, would you 'l
Well, all right."

"You take two steps toward me an' I'll put a
bullet throuigh your heart."
Crack! A sharp report rang . out, and uttering a howl of pain, Digger dropped his gun.
There stood Arietta in the doorway, a smoking
revolver in her hqnd. Wild no sooner realized
what his sweetheart had done than he leaped
toward the scoundrel, and seizing him by the
arm, gave a jerk with all Ms mitght and landed
him sprawling upon the ground. Digger had
fallen heavily, and he lay there partially stunned
·
for nearly a minute.
Wild stood over him, waiting for him to get up.
He saw the blood' trickling from his wrist where
Arietta's bullet had grazed it, but he knew he
was not hurt much. The first thing the villain
did was to look around for his companions. When
he saw that they were riding away as though for
their lives, an expression of fear came over his
face.
"Hold on, Young Wild West!" he cried, imploringly. "I don't want ter fight yer. Ther gal
winged me, an' you have igot the best of me. It
wasn't you what done it, though, an' I'm bound
ter say that, no matter what you do ter me."
"Perhaps not, but I generally manage to do
anything I make up my mind to, just the same.
So you don't want to fight me again, eh?"
"No, you licked me fair an' square yisterday,
an' I've got enouigh."
"Well, all right. Since you don't want to
fight, I won't hit you. Get up and light out."
Digger quickly got upon his feet. He mounted,
hurriedly, and, without another word, rode away
after his ·companions, who were now quite a distance away from the ranch. The ranchman and
his wife and daughters were astounded at what
had happened. While the former knew pretty
well what Young Wild West was capable of doing, he had never dreamed of such a thing as the
boy's pret.t y sweetheart taking a hand in shooting.
"Gal," said he, as he seized Arietta's hand and
shook it heartily, "you're a fittin' mate for Young
Wild West, a)!' don't yer forgit it. That was
about as clever a thing as I ever seen done with a
gun. Did yer mean ter kill ther igaloot, or did
yer jest want ter knock ther gun out of his
hand?"
"I just simply wanted to make him drop his
revolver," Arietta answered. "I did exactly as I
·
intended to do."
"Well, you're a mighty good shot."
"Well, I suppose I should be, since I practice
a whole lot, Mr. Ross," the girl retorted, modestly.
Mr s. Ross and her daughters then 1·an to hug
the girl, showinig their delight at her presence of
mind and daring. After that Anna took it on
herself to relate some of the daring exploits of
:Arietta, and how she had so many times saved
the life of her dashing young lover by her pres- .
sence of mind and accurate shooting. Hop was
calmly sitting on the porch, where he had hurried
when the shot was fired, and when Anna had finished he arose and walking up he bowed to the
ranchman's family and obseved:
"Me allee samee savee lVl'isler Wild's life, two,
thlee times, so be."
"Shet up, heathen!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, angrily, as he made a grab to catch the
Chinaman and throw him from the porch.
"Hold on, Charlie!" interposed our hero. "\Vhat
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be says is true, so if he feels like saying anything
about it"let him go ahead."
"Kin he shoot, too?" the ranchman's wife asked,
in surprise.
"Well, not very well," the young deadshot retorted, with a smile. "But Hop has other ways
of doing things, you know. He's a great magician, and that helps him a whole lot, not only in
making fun, but in other cases."
"Oh, yes, Bill was tellin' me how he turned
water into whisky, yesterday. I've been wantin'
ter see him do somethin' like that, but every
time I've thouight about it he wasn't nowhere to
be found."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, so be."
"Well, tell me how you saved Young Wild
West's life without doin' any · fightin', Mister
Hop," the wotnan said, looking at him with no
little interest.
"One timee um ledskins allee samee ketchee
Misler Wild and tie him to um tlee. Ley a!lee
samee puttee plenty stick 'lound um tlee, and len
makee fire. Me comee thlough um woods with
Misler Charlie, and len me allee samee lightee
bi~ee fireclacker and chuckee at um ledskin
chief. Um fireclacker go bang, and len me lun
to um tlee and cuttee Misler Wild loose. Me
makee two, thlee more fireclackers ig-o bang, and
Misler Wild go away with Misler Charlie. Me
gittee 'way, too, so be. Allee samee velly easy."
"It might have been putty easy," the ranchman spoke up, "but I don't see how that thing
could work very often. S'pose ther redskins
bad got you afore you got away? What then?"
"Ley allee samee gittee me plenty timee. Me no
care for lat. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"'What he says is true, Mr. Ross," our hero
said, nodding to the ranchman. "Why, Hop has
often walked rtght into a camp of hostile Indians.
They haven't harmed him a bit, either. All he
bad to do was to get them interested the same
as he did you yesterday, as we were riding over
here. Then when he got ready to leave he would
do something startling and be away before they
realized it. Hop is all right, though he has got
a few faults."
"Well, I wouldn't give much for any one
that didn't have no faults," and Ross spoke as
though he meant it. "Any one as was built that
way would be altogether too good ter live in this
country."
"Or any other country, I reckon," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up.
Since the ranchman's wife was so much interested in the Chinaman, Wild told him to go
ahead and show her a few tricks, which he did,
much to the surprise and amazement of those
.
who had never witnessed them before.
"Now then, boys," said our hero, a little later,
•suppose we ride around over the range and see
what has become of the rascally cowboys? I have
an idea that they will be wanting to get reveil!ge
more than ever now. They have got it in for me,
good and strong, I know, and it is quite likely
Digger will be after the boss' son because it was
he who told about his thievery. I think it
wouldn't hurt for us to take a ride out and keep
our eyes open."
"I'll go with yer, if yer ain't got no objections," said Bill Ross. "Joe ·rode off that way,"
and he pointed to the southeast. "There's four
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of our men out · there gittin's a big bunch of
cattle together. I've got an order for five hundred head of cattle, an' they're takin' em out
as fast as they kin. I've got some of 'em in ther
corral now, as you kin see from here, an' as
soon as I git ther full amount I'm goin' ter drive
'em ove_r to Douglas an' ship 'em by rail, straight
for Chicago. I do that two or three times a
year, an' generally ' my profits is putty good."
"Well, come on; we;ll get our horses and take
a ride out that way. It m~ht be that the villains turned and went that way after they got
behind the strip of timber over there. ·They
could easily do it, since the timber runs along
to the south as far as I can see."
"Yes, an' a good ways further. There's a big
forest somethin' like twenty-five miles below,
an' ther game what's there is somethin' great.
I wish yer had time ter go on a good hunt. I'd
jest enjoy it, buf I'm putty busy now, since ther
roundin' up of ther cattle ain't quite finished."
It did not take them long to get their horses
ready, and then mounting they struck out to the
southeast. There was quite a level stretch of
prairie land running toward the east, but directly
south lay the timber, and toward this they rode.
Near it was a rather high bridge that was
covered with a dense growth of chaparral and
bushes and it was the other side of this that the
herd of <;;1.ttle was supposed to be. It took them
;i. full half hour to reach the ridge, and then as
they made their way to the top of it they could
see the cattle in the distance; while near them
was a covered wagon which had been used to carry the provisions the cowboys needed while they
were gathering the cattle together to drive them
to the corral. Riding along near the wagon their
horses at a walk were five men, and one of them
was his son, so Ross declared. They were easily
four miles from the ridge, and as our hero and
his companions rode down to proceed toward
them, they suddenly saw several horsemen burst
fronJ the timber at the right and start straight
toward the cattle and the cowboys.
"There tney come now!" Wild exclaimed as he
pointed to them. "Take it easy, boys. I 'reckon
they haven't seen us yet. Just drop back here
a little and let them go on. If we don't igive
them a surprise, my name is not Young Wild
West."
CH'.'APTER V.-Digger Starts in to Get Revenge
Digger, the leader of the villainous cowboys
was smarting with rage when he rode away fro~
the ranch-house. It was he who had urged the
others t<? come over and try to get on friendly
terms with the ranchman again, for he did not
suspect that Young Wild West and his friends
were at the ranch. When they found out that,
some of them wanted to turn back, but Digger
became very bold just then.
"It's all righf: boys," he declared. "Come on.
We kin make out that we want ter apoloigi.ze an'
I re~kon we kin settle it an' git back our jobs.
It will be all ther better if they're there 'cause
we kin m3:ke it appear that we're ~ery sdrry an'
Young Wild West most likely will advise Ross
ter give us another chance. He seems ter be that
sort of a young galoot, anyhow. I will aa:v
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that though he give me an· awful Hckin' yisterday, ther galoot that has told ther old man about us
he seems mighty fair in his dealin's. Come on, stealin' ther cattle. None of us knowed that he
I'll do ther talkiJ1', an' you kin bet we'll win out.
If we do git on ther right side of Ross again
we'll git square for fair. We'll -keep very nice
for a day or two, an' then we'll drive a whole
l,unch of cattle away an' then light out from
these parts. That's ther way we'll fix him,
,
'boys."
So they rode on up, with the result tliat has
already been described. When Digger finally
overtook his companions he found them not onl~
crestfallen, -but disgusted as well.
"I told yer we would be fools for goin' when
we found out Young Wild West an' his crowd
was at ther house," one of them exclaimed, angrily.
"Never mind about that, Hawkins," Digger
answered, sharply. "Don't you go ter showin'
your temper now, 'cause I ain't in ther humor
ter stand no foolin'. I done what I thought was
best, an' if I didn't make out all right, it don't
say that you kin find fault about it. You jest
leave this thing ter me, an' we'll git square on
Bill Ross. I've made up my mind that nothin'
will satisfy me till I take Young Wild West's
\ife too. I'm goin' ter make it my business ter
~rop that young 1galoot, if it takes till next
spring ter do it. I'll foller him a thousand mi'l.es,
if I can't git him no other way. Yqu fellers know
me putty well. When I make up my mind ter
do a thing I generally does it."
"That's right, Hawkins," one of the others said,
at once siding with the leader. "You had better
not say any more. Digiger knows what he's
doin'."
"I'm glad ter hear yer say that, Felch," and
Digger smiled, approvingly.
"Oh, we all know that Digger is all right,"
·
another declared.
"Well, I ain't said he ain't all r~ght," Hawkins
hastened to say, showing that he was willing to
side with the majority. "But it makes me feel
sore ter think of how he got used. Of course, no
one done anything ter us, any more than ter
shoot a co,uple of times over our heads as we
was ridin' away. But that ain't a very nice way_
ter be used, at that."
"Well, it's a whole lot better than gittin'
winged with a bullet, like I did," and the leader
held up his wrist, which was still bleeding.
"Well, that ain't nothin'," Felch declared. "Only
a little piece of skin was took off. That gal meant
yer. I reckon."
"No she didn't. She done jest as she meant
ter, b~ys," and Digger shook his head as though
he was certain of it. "I don't believe she wanted
ter h"urt' me. She jest wanted ter make me drop
my gun so Young Wild West could do jest what
he said he was goin' ter do-pull me off my
horse."
He now wound the handkerchief about his
wrist, and one of them tied it there with a piece
,
of string.
"There!" he exclaimed. "She's all right now.
Has any of yer got an extra gun? I happen ter
know that Hawkins has, so I'll borrow it."
"Sartin, Dig,ger," and the weapon was quickly
handed over.
"Now then, come on. We'll strike out for ther
timber, an' go an' look for young Joe Ross. He's

seen what we was up ter, but he. must have,
'cause it's dead right what Ross said.''
"Where will we find him, Digger?" one of
them asked.
"Off on ther range, ther other side of ther
rid,ge, I s'pose. They're mighty short-handed,
an' I happen ter know that Ross is gittin' a lot
of cattle together ter drive down to ther railroad, so he kin ship 'em. All's we've got ter
do is ter git ther other side _of ther timber strip
an' ride right along. It won't take us an hour
ter git there. But never mind how long it takes
us. Come on. This is igoin' ter be ther first
part of my revenge. We'll ketch Joe Ross, an'
if he puts up a fight I'll drop him, makin' out it's
a square deal. I reckon that will putty near
break ther old man's heart, 'cause he jest dotes
on that young feller.''
"Well, Joe is sartinlv a fine feller, an' no mistake," Felch added, "but since he's informed on
us, an' got us into all this trouble, I s'pose it
ain't no more than right that he takes his medicine. We're in for it now, so let's go ahead, an'
if it comes to ther worst, we'll be jest as well
off. It's ther old sayin' that 'we might as · well
be hung for a sheep as a lamb.' We're cattle
thieves, all ri,ght. an' that's enough ter put ropes
around our necks, if sartin ones was ter git hold
of us.''
They' were all perfectly willing to go with
Digger, so soon -t hey were riding swiftly for the
timber, which they were not long in reaching.
Then they kept along at the other side, for it
was not more than half a mile in width at the
widest part, and in due time they cut through it
and came out upon that portion of the range
where Digger said Joe would be found. When
they caught sight of the cowboys and the cattle,
three or four miles away, they were much elated.
There were but five of them, and they all felt
that they could hold their own in case it came to
a fight. But Digiger told them as they rode out
into the open that they must act in a friendly way
until they got Joe Ross dead to rights.
"We don't want ter let 'em know that we're
lookin' for trouble at all," he declared, shaking
his head. "When ther times comes, I'll pull a
gun an' cover young Ross, an' then ther rest
of yer kin see ter it that ther cowboys don't
have a chance. They won't reach for their
guns, not when they find they're covered, you
kin bet."
"They rode swiftly toward the cattle, and in
a few "minutes they swu~ around to the rear
of the herd, and then gradually approached the
unsuspecting cowboys, who had, no doubt, seen
them corning, but were not- aware of their inten•
tions.
It happened that Young Wild West and his
companions could not be seen coming, since they
were at the other 'side of the herd, so the
lains felt that they were going to have an easy
time of it.
"Hello, boys!" Digiger called out, as he overtook the ranchman's son and his companions.
"A little short-handed, ain't yer?"
"Oh, I reckon we can make out all right," Joe
Ross answered, rather curtly. "We don't need
any of your help.''

vil-
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"I didn't say yer did, Joe. But see here,
what's ther use of bein' mad at me? Ther old
nian was mistaken when he discharged us. But
none of us don't hold no grudge ag'in him. We
was thinkin' about ridin' over an' askin' him to
hire us over again."
"Well there won't be no harm done, anyhow,
but I thought I'd come out an' see if you wanted
any help. You have ,got a mighty big lot of
cattle ter handle here."
"Well, they are going all right, so I reckon
we can get along. The fact is, we don't want no
help from you, or any of the rest of your gang,
Digiger."
"All right, no harm done. But say, Joe, what
got it in ther old man's head ter think that we
had been stealin' his cattle?"
The young man hesitated a moment, and then
looking his questioner in the eyes, he exclaimed:
"Well, -since you have asked the question I'll
tell you what got it in his head, Digger. I told
him that you fellows stole the cattle. I saw you
driving four of them away, and I followed you
and saw you sell them to some people that belonged to a wagon train that was passing toward the west. Now, then, you know just how
he found it out."
"What do yer thing of that, boys?" and Digger
turned to his companions as though he was
greatly surprised. "He says he seen us drivin'
four of his dad's cattle away an' sell 'em. Did
yer ever hear anything like that afore?"
"He sartinly is mistaken," Felch declared,
shaking his head and looking as i nocent as a
little child.
"It wasn't us," one of the others spoke up try•
ing to be very earnest about .it.
"It sartinly wasn't," came from a third, whil~
the rest shook their heads and acted as though
they thought it an outrage to be called thieves.
"Well, it ain't likely that you would admit
that you did it, so I don't know as there's any
use in talking any more about it," said the young
man, curtly. "Now, then, the best thin,g you
fellows can do is to get away from these parts,
because if you don't, dad will be apt to report
you at the settlement. Then somebody will be
looking for you. We don't want any cattle
thieves around here, you know."
The four cowboys with the ranchman had not
said a word so far, •but they were keeping their
eyes open as though they expected trouble. It
happened that none of them liked Digger and his
companions very well, and since they were satisfied that they had stolen the cattle they were
:ready to turn upon them at the least provocation.
"Well, I don't suppose there's any use i:n
sayin' any more about it," said Digger, as though
he had decided to let the matter drop. "Since
you don't want us around here ther best thing
we kin do is ter git away, of course. But if
you'll tell us jest when you think you seen us
drive ther cattle away an' sell 'em, I know we'll
be able ter prove that we was some other place
at that very time. You might think that it was
us, Joe, but you're much mistaken."
"Never mind about that," was the retort. "Let
it drop. I don't want to make any trouble for
y_ ootu and I don't want you to try to make any
trouble for me."

"All r~ght, Joe. It's too bad that there's such
a misunderstandin'. But I s'pose we kin find a
job somewhere else. I reckon we always· done
our work putty well, an' you or ther old man
can't say we didn't."
"We're• not talking about that," was the impatient retort.
"Well, we'll go on, then."
As the villain spoke he drew his revolver and
leveled it strai,g ht at the young man's breast.
This was the signal for his companions to pull
their guns, and the next thing the four cowboys
knew they were covered.
"We'll go on about our business, Joe," said
the leader, mockingly, "but not only ,t ill we've
had our revenge. We <Come out here on purpose
ter give you your medicine. You told your dad
that we was only thieves, an' we know all about
it. It happens that we was over to ther ranch
house just afore we come here. Now, then, you
jest hold up your hands an' set right still on
your horse. If you don't, I'll put a bullet plumb
throu,gh your carcass."
They were all at a halt at the time, and finding that Digger had the drop on him, Joe Ross
hastened to obey the command.
"Jest take care of them other galoots, boys,"
said Digger. "If any of 'em goes ter pull a gun,
shoot him dead. We're in for it now, an' we're
goin' ter see this thing through in ther proper
way, an' don't yer forget it!"
The surprised cowboys· remonstrated with the
villains, but it was no use. They wete forced to
sit in the saddle and hold their hands over their
heads, while Digger dismounted and told Joe to•
get off his horse. He was a little slow about doing it, so the scoundrel seized him by the arm and
pulled him to the ground. Then a short struggle
followed. Felch spran,g to the assistance of the
leader, and the young. man was quickly over.
pow~red.
"Tie his hands behind him," commanded Digger. "He hit me a welt in ther jaw, an' I'll make
him suffer for it afore I git through. I'm goin'
ter bea't--him until there ain't no life left in him."
It was not long before young Ross was in a
helpless condition, for it was quite easy for four
of the villains to keep the cowboys covered. Di,g.
ger grabbed a whip that belonged to one of the
cowboys, and stepping over to the prostrate young
man, he raised it over his head and ex_iaimed:
"Now, then, I'm goin' ter cut your eyes ri~ht
out of your head with ther lash of this whip.
You told your dad that we stole ther cattle, an'
this is what you're goin' ter igit for it."
He was just about to bring the whip down
when a rifle shot sounded not far distant. The
butt of the whip was cut by a bullet, less than
two inches from his hand, and it went whirling
to the ·ground, while tile villain uttered a cry of.
·
dismay.
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Permits the Villains
To Leave.
Wild could easily see that the villains would
get to the cowboys before they could. They
would probably beat them by about four or five
minutes. But that made little difference, since
if a fire started they could easily make their pres-
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ence known, and that would surely disconcert
Digger and }iis men.
"Now, boys," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, as he nodded to his compan•
ions, "the chances are that Digger means business, so the best thing for us to do is to try. and
keep from beinig seen as we ride up. We'll wait
until they get a little further away, and then
we'll head straight across so -we can have a
herd of cattle to shield us from view. It ma y
take a minute or two longer, but I reckon we'll
get there in time."
"You _kn ow what ter do, I reckon, Wild," the
. ranchman answered. "But I hope them galoots
don't shoot at Joe without givin' him a chance."
"Well, he has four men. with him, so I hardly
think they will try anything like that. Your son
certainly hasn't much of an opinion of D~gger."
"You kin bet your life he ain't. He won't stand
no foolin' from 'em, eit her."
"Well, come on. ·we'll take the chance of
going now. If those f ellows happen to look
around and see us we can't help -it. But I think
they're too much occupied in looking ahead just
now. We'll try it, anyhow."
They turned and rode off, straight across the
range, and in a minute they were out of sight of
both the villains and the cowboys.
"Now, then, ride hard, boys!" Wild exclaimed.
"They'll get there quite a little ahead of us unless
we let our horses out."
Away went the boy, swift-footed Spitfire carrying him along with the greatest of ease. Charlie, Jim and the ranchman were soon left behind . .
"My, but can't that sorrel stallion git over
ther ground!" exclaimed Bill Ross.
"His match ain't never been found yet, boss,"
the scout retorted. "I've got a putty good one
here, but he ain't nothin' ter Spitfire. It's ther
same way with Jim's horse, too. He kin about
keep up with me. I reckon both of us could
beat you if we was a might ter, though."
"Yes, my horse is . a little old. But he kin
him
keep up a putty good igait yet. I kin make
1
go a little faster than this."
To show that he could, he spoke sharply to
his horse, and the result was that Charlie and
Jim were quickly left a few lengths behind.
But they easily caught up with him, and then
Wild slacktned Spitfire's pace sufficiently to let
·
them come up with him.
"Am I going too fast for you?" he asked,
laughingly.
"A little, I reckon," the ranchman retorted.
"Well, come on, then. I won't leave you unless
I think there is a necessity for it."
It was a long stretch they had to cover but
the horses went galloping over the short grass
with remarkable speed, and soon they were riding close to the herd of cattle. But they did not
get near eno~h to them to frighten them, and
kept on until finally they came around on the
other side. Then it was that our hero, who was
now a little in advance again, caught sight of the
:four cowboys who were sitting in the saddle, their
hands raised above their heads. They were fully
half a mile from him, but Wild could see enough
to convince him that Di~er and his men had got
the best of .them. He spoke sharply to his horse,

and bore rapidly toward the spot. He got close
to the cattle now, for he did not want them to
see his approach, and just as he was within
about a hundred yards o"f them he saw Digger
grab a whip and step over a prostrate form.
It was easy :{or Wild to guess that the man on
the ground was the ranchman's son. Instantly
his rifle, which he had been carryinig in readiness
to use at a moment's notice, flew to his shoulder.
On went Spitfire at a tremendous lope, but the
motion did not disturb the boy in the least. He
took a careful aim and pulled the trigge_r.
Crang ! As the report rang out he had the
satisfaction of seeing the whip fall from Digger's
hand.
"Good!" the younig deadshot exclaimed, under
his breath. · "If I had missed hitting that whip
I would have certainly put a bullet through you,
you scoundrel I"
Consternatio n seized the villains when they
saw Young Wild West riding toward them, his
companions not far behind, and all anxious to get
them. Digger foi,got all about his desire for
revenge, and he_ was thoughtful enough to leap
upon the back of his horse. Lying close to the
animal's neck, he rode for a timber patch that
was less than half a mile away, as though his
life depended on it. His companions had not
dismounted so the instant they saw their leader
ridinig away they started after him.
Crack! One of the cowboys fired a shot and
wounded Hawkins in the left arm. But the villain did not fall from the saddle, and rode on.
"Don't shoot them," Wild called out, as he
dashed up ahd reined in the sorrel stallion.
"There's no use in killing any of them if we can
get along without it. What we want to do is to
land them in jail."
Though they had never seen him before, the
four cowboys seemed quite willing to obey the
boy. Probably it was the dashing, commanding
way about him that impressed them. Before any
of them even thou1ght of dismounting and liberating Joe Ross, Wild swung himself from the
saddle and stepped over to the helpless young
man.
"So they had you, did they?" he said, with a
·
smile, as he drew his hunting-knife .
"Yes, they caught us napping, Young Wild
West," wa~ the reply. "I suppose it was you who
fired the shot that stopped Di\gger from hitting
me with that whip. Of co~rse it couldn't be
any one else."
"Yes, I was the one who did it, Joe."
Then the rope was quickly cut and young Ross
arose to his feet.
"They got away, eh?" he said, as he turned
and looked at the fleeing horsemen.
"Yes, I thought it was just as well to let them
go for the present. I have an idea that we will
meet them again before to-morrow morning, you
know. It wouldn't be possible to keep them away
from the cowboy shindig to-night. They will
have to be there if for_no other purpose than
getting revenge on us. Digger wants to kill me,
badly, and. even though he should have learned
by this time that it is dangerous for him to try
such a thing, he will be on hand jpst the same.
See if I am not right."
"Well, if he comes to the shindig to-night there
will be some shooting done, because I've made
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"Rather. I can shoot pretty well with a sixup my mind that either he's got to die, or I will.
I can't stand anything like what he just did to shooter."
"Well, Joe has been tellin' us a whole lot about
me, and I won't, . either!"
this mornin', an' we all made up our minds
yer
keep
just
But
Joe.
bit,
a
you
blame
don't
"I
you must be somethin' ,a little above ther
that
never
can
You
it.
over
excited
get
Don't
cool.
run of folks. You.'re only a boy, too,
ordinary
excited."
getting
by
anything
gain
what makes it seem all ther more
that's
an'
ain't
I
it.
help
can
I
how
know
"I'd like to
"
wonderful.
exget
never
You
West.
Wild
like you, Young
"Well, I learned ltow to shoot pretty young, so
cited over anything."
makes the difference."
that
that's
suppose
I
don't.
I
glad
"Well, I am very
"Yes, of course. We knowed who you was
why I am living at this minute. The chances
us _had ever sot eyes
are I would have been killed long ago if I had right away, though none of West,
I want ter tell
on yer afore. Young Wild
got excited and lost my head."
an' best young
Charlie and Jim now came galloping up, and yer that you're ther bravest
me, will
as they dismounted , the ranchman reached the feller I ever met. Shake hands with
yer?"
scene.
"I'll shake hands with you, but I don't care for
"Are you all right, Joe?" Ross asked, eagerly,
reply.
as he ran to his son, and took him by the arm. the complimen t," was the laughing
Then he shook hands with the rest of them,
"I seen what Digger was goin' ter do. I knowed
for .they were
it must be you what was layin' on ther ground. and they all seemed to be delighted,
of a doubt.
Ther scoundrel was goin' ter flog yer, was he? good fellows -beyond the shadow
"Well, shall we go back to ther ra:ach, Wild?"
an' when you had your hands tied, too."
'
·
The ranchman looked at the rope that Wild Ross asked.
"There is no particular hurry about it. Supha"1, severed and fairly grated his teeth.
cattle to the .coPral, so
ll'i:t's all right, dad," Joe answered. "Wild just pose we help get thesesteers
you want for shipyou can pick out the
told me not to ,.,.et excited, so now I'll tell you ping."
the same thing. Wild says we had better let
"Do you fellers want ter help do that?"
them go now, because he's igot an idea they'll be
""Certainly. What else can we do till dinneraround t the shindig to-night. Just let them
are going to let
come, if they dare. I'll show Digger that I time, I'd like to know? We their
business."
ain~t afraid of him. He was going to f!o,g me, Digger and his crowd /!O about
"Well, all right, then. If we all take a hand
and I'm going to shoot him. But he can have all
a whole lot sooner."
the chance in the world, because I wouldn't pull ther work will be done
"Come on, then. I reckon we know about what
a trigger on him if he wasn't looking at me at
cattle you want to select from the herd. We'll
the time."
within a mile or two of the
The voung man began to get excited again, so drive them on to we'll
begin to do the picking
corral, and then
Wild cautioned him.
•
out."
"You
smile.
a
with
said,
he
"Look out, Joe,"
"I reckon you have been in this business afore"
know what I just told you."
head, appro~his
nodding
said,
t. he ranchman
.
"That's right," and Joe cooled down instantly. mgly.
One of the cowboys now picked up the whip
"Well, I've been in all kinds of business, I
and showed it to his companions . They could suppose,
from hunting small game when a boy,
d h. h b
I
f
b
t
f
rounding up cattle and hunting bad Indians, as
to
11
it,
of
it t e utt
a see he orty- our ul et ha
Wild, and
and thev marvelled at the great shot Young Wild well as gold digging. My nickname is
I have always led a wild sort of life. But I like
West had made.
of my
"Did yer aim to hit ther whip, or did yer try - it, and I couldn't be induced at thisI time
am older I
ter shoot Digger?" one of them asked, looking life to give it up. Probably whennear
some bigmay take a notion to settle down
at our hero in admiration .
on a ranch,
"! aimed to shoot the whip from his hand," town. But if I do I will have to live
iget
was the reply. "Of course, I didn't care if the for I must have the freedom, and I couldn't
city."
or
town
a
of
heart
the
in
it
fingers."
his
tooched
bullet
"That's ther way ter talk, Wild," Cheyenne
"Well, yer done jest what you tried, then, did
spoke up. "Blame ther cities an' towns.
Charlie
not yer?"
Why, ther last time I was in Denver I got so
"r certainly did."
walkin'
"Well, that's a wonderful shot. You was comin' sick an' tired of lookin' at· ther peoplelike goin'
like t}l.er wind, too. I didn't see yer when you an' ridin' along ther streets that I felt
fired, but jest as soon as I heard ther report I out an' gittin' dr.unk."
"Well, I am glad you didn't do that, Charlie
looked around. You was jest takin' ther rifle
married;
from your shoulder, an' that sorrel was coverin' though you used to do it before you were
ther ground in a way that I never seen afore." sometimes. "
"That's right, Wild. Don't talk of them things
"Well, the faster Sl}itfire goes the steadier
gal Anna mad~
I can sit in the saddle. But there is nothing I don't l~ke ter hear 'em. Myher
that I wouldstrange in what I did just then. I have been me promise ther day I married
aboard again. I've
practicing that sort of thing ever since I was big n't git too much tanglefoot though
sometimes I
enough to hold a rifle to my shoulder. I find that kept my word, too, Wild, a little medicine."
I can shoot about as well from the saddle as I take a drop or two jest forYou have done pretty
"That's right, Charlie.
can standing 6n the ground. It is all in practice,
well, and !_give you credit for it."
of course."
sort of
"I s'pose you're putty handy with a gun, too, < "Well, I reckon it would be a peculiarnow an'
man who didn't take a drop of whisky
ain't yer?"
F,
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then," the ranchman observed with a gri~ "I
like a little once in a while myself. Yisterday I
had two good drinks that cost me jest five dollars. Ha! ha! ha!"
Joe and the cowboys laughed at this, for they
had heard all about it.
"I s'pose you an' Jim takes a little for medicine,
too, don't yer?" Ross asked nodding to our hero.
"No, neither of us touch liquor in any form,
Mr. Ross."
"Is that so?"
"Yes, that's a fact. We've found that we can
get along pretty well without it, so I hardly think
_
we'll ever tackle whisky."
"Well, you'll be jest as well off if you don't,
though I don't know as a little hurts a feller once
in a whie."
They now started in to look up the cattle,
just as though they had come out there for that
purpose, and nothing had happened out of the
ordinary. The assistance our hero and his partners rendered was of great value to the ranchman, and before twelve o'clock those of the
cattle that had been picked to ship away were
safely in the corral, while the herd was straightened out and allowed to stray off where it
pleased.
"Now, then, I reckon we'll be just in time for
dinner, boys," said Ross, as he turned his horse's
head for the house. "Come on. Ther boys won't
have nothin' ter do now till to-morrow, so they
kin take it easy this afternoon an' git ready for
ther shindig to-night. There's igoin' ter be a hot
time over at Bucker "Creek, an' don't yer fo rget
it. I'll bet there'll be as many as fifty women
folks there an' ther dancin' will be great. I
· s'pose you dance, Wild?"
"Oh, yes!" and the young deadshot laughed.
"I always manage to -do my part when there is
any dancinig on hand. Our girls all know how to
dance pretty well, too."
"You kin bet your life they do/' the scout
spoke up, proudly. "My gal ain't to be beat on
that game. She wasn't brought up in this part
of the country, but she sartinly has took to ther
way they do it out here. Jest you wait till tonight an' watch her, boss."
"I'll do more than watch her, maybe. S'pose
I take her for a partner in one or two of the
sets?"
"You sartinly kin do that. But yer mustn't
git mad if I take your old woman, an'· your
gals, too, maybe. I'm somewhat of a dancer
myself."
"I reckon there won't be no gittin' mad about
it. When we igo out to-night it's for a good
time, an' ther boys will sartinly shake ther floor
of that old hall over at ther settlement."
They were not long in reaching the house, and
when they got there they found a smoking veal
pot-pie awaiting them, with all the other eatables to go with it. When they had washed up
they took their places at the table with the girls,
and then while they ate they related . their adventure of the morning. Mrs. Ross and her
dau,ghters were greatly alarmed at first, but
when they found that Joe had escaped without a
scratch they felt easier, and were not ~low to
express their opinions of the scoundrels who had
dared to commit such an outrage.
"It ain't likely they'll ever dare show up iD

these parts again, after this," the ranchman's
wife .declared, shaking her head.
"Oh, you'll see them to-night, Mrs. Ross," Wild
said, confidently. "Digger is after me and you
can bet he'll show up at the shindig."
"Well, I hope he don't," was all she said.

CHAPTER VII.-The Shindig Beigins.
The afternoon passed ·quietly enough and when
Mrs. Ross announced that they were going to
have an early supper, so they would have plenty
of time to get over to the settlement before the
shindig began, they were all satisfied. Already
the cowboys had set out for Bucker Creek, probably for the purpose of gettin,g themselves in
humor for the dances. Nearly all of them had a
fondness for liquor. Probably they might be
excused for this, since there was no way for
them to amuse themselves, and when they got
to places where liquor was sold and saw others
drinking it and having a so-called good time, they
s
usually fell in line, so to speak. The sun
yet an hour high when Ross drove up to the door
with his buckboard and team, which was to convey his wife and two daughters to the shindiig.
Our friends were going on horseback, of course.
No other way would have suited them, since they
were so u sed to that mode of travel. ' Wild and
his partners got the horses ready, and the girls
mounted just a s the buckboard started off. As
he swung himself into the saddle, our hero heard
the voice of Hop calling him, and looking around
he saw the Chinaman ridinig from the barn on
his piebaid cayuse.
"Me likee go to um shindig, too, Misler Wild,"
he said.
"Well, I reckon you can go, Hop," was the
smiling reply. "I don't s'pose you will do much
dancing, though, but I am quite sure you will
find a way to amuse yourself over there."
"Me havee lillee fun, so be, Misler Wild. Me
velly smartee Chinee." .
"Well, all right; but see to it that you don't
go too far with your practical joking.?'
"Me no hurtee somebody, Misler Wild. Me no
gittee dlunk, too, so b_e."
"Well, I was just going to tell you about that.
y OU had better not for the 'chances are we will
leave these parts to-morrow, and I want you to
be fit for work in the morning."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me be velly
.
goodee Chtnee."
So Hop rode along with them, and keeping
just enough of a gait so they would not leave
the buckboal'd behind, our friends rode on to
Bucker Creek. It was a good twenty miles they
had to cover, and when they arrived it was just
growing dark. Already a crowd had gathered,
and horses could be seen hitched to fences and
tl'ees, while buckboards and ordinary wagons
that are used upon a ranch were much in evidence. ' The tavern was doing a big business,
since the hall was right next to it, and was
owned by the proprietor. Shouting and laughter
could be heard from the interior of the tavern,
which told that the cowboys who had gathered
there were in a merry mood. Ross showed our
friends a good place to leave their horses, and
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when they had seen to them, Wild and his part•
ners went inside the hall with the girls. It was
not much of a hall, . after all, but it was amply
large enough for the purpose for which it had
been built. It was fairly well l~hted by oil
lamps, and here and there a small flag or bit of
hunting hung to- give it a cheerful appearance.
At one end was a long table with three chairs
upon it, and this was for the musicians, so the
ranchman. explained.
"Two fiddles an' a drum will make ther music
to-night," he declared, with no little pride. "You
kin bet everybody will be al:)le ter hear ther music.
Ther drummer will call out the figures, and he's
got a voice on him that kin be heard a mile, so
if any one makes a mistake it won't be his fault."
At both sides of the hall a long . bench extended, while at the other end were a number of
. chairs that were reserved solely for the ladies, so
placard that was tacked t o the wall announced.
There was a small apartment for the ladies to
hang their wraps, too, and when the girls found
this, Wild and his partners left the hall in company with the ranchman and his son. ·
"We'll go inside and see Jake Martin. He's a
particular friend of mine," said Ross. "When he
bought this place out a little over a year ago I
lent him a thousand dollars, an' he paid me in
less than six months. Me an' Jake has always
been friends, 'cause I believe him to be ah honest
tavern-keeper. Of course, we've got ter have
taverns, so if you kin find a man what's honest
ter run one, that's all ther better. Jake won't
take advantage of a drunken. man, an' that's
what I like about him. Why, more than once he
has took money from ther boys what worked for
me an' kept it for 'em till they got sober. Most
other gin-sellers would have put it in ther till
an' got 'em drunk as quick as they could. But
Jake Martin ain't built that way. I want ter
introduce you to him, Wild."
When they entered the tavern they found it
was so full of customers that it was not easy
for them to get to the bar. But the ranchman
managed to call the attention of the proprietor,
who was assisting his men at putting out the
drinks, and he quickly came over.
- "Jake, I want ter iJ,1 troduce you to Young- Wild
West, ther Champion Deadshot."
.-"Mighty glad ter meet you," and the tavernkeeper gripped the boy's hand in a very friendly
way. "I've heard so much about you tha I
consider it an honor ter be introducE!d."
· "Well, I _don't know as there is much honor ·
about it after all," and Wild laughingly turned
,
to Cheyenne Charlie.
"Tliese are my two partners, you know," he
explained.
"Yes, I've heard about them, too. We heard
here this. mornin' that you folks was over at ther
Ace High, an' that you was comin' here to ther
shindig to-night, an' I reckon you won't find one
:i-nan out of twenty what won't be tickled ter
death ter have yer with 'em."
"Well, we 'Came..over to have a goo.a time, and
it won't be our fault if we don't have it."
"Well, what are yer goin' ter have with me?"
Martin asked.
"Wild an' Jim don't take nothin' strong, Jake,"
apoke up Ross. _ "I give 'em credit for it, too,
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'cause they're only boys. But they say they don't
think they ever will learn ter drink whisky."
"Well, that's all rjght."
But the tavern-keeper acted as though he wu
somewhat surprised.
"I've got plenty of soda pop an' sich like, so ff ·
they want that kind of stuff they kin have it.
I had ter git a big supply on hand, so ther
women folks could be handled properly to-niglat.
There's mighty few gals that takes strong drhlk.
an' I think that's right. Though I'm in ther
business, it's bad enough ter see a man swill a }Qt
of pizen 1nto his system, much less a woman."
"Well, you don't keep a tavern iust for th•
purpose of seffin' tanglefoot, anyhow," remarked
Joe Ross.
"Sartin I don't. I've got accommedations her•
for man an' beast. I kin give a traveler as igeod.
a bed as he wants, an' ther meals my old woman
puts up is said to be of ther best, though I ain't
goin' ter brag on 'em. W.h y, I sell enough cigars
an' tobacker an' soda pop · for a man to make a
decent livin'. But most of us ain't satisfied with
jest makin' a livin', yer know. It seems that we
all want ter accumulate a little wealth· ter have
handy by when we git old."
"Well, you'll be all right, an' afore you git
much older, too, Jake," ~eclared the ranchman.
uYou have made a big hit here, an' I'm suri
you're deservin' of •it, too."
"Much obliged to yer for your goed opinion·• and so saying, the proprietor pushed his w •
behind the bar and proceeded to serve the par
Wild was not long in discoverin~ that t.,..-~-,o,
w~re waiters hi:r:ed for the purpei,e of carr)f.lq'.
drmks to the ladies, so he saw to it that all thON- ·
who were in the hall were treated with sod.a
pop. Such drinks cost twenty cents, for Bucmr
Creek was an out-of-the•way place and the
frei,ght and express amounted to aboi.{t aii much
as the goods cost originally. But fifty dollar.a
was nothing to the young deadshot en -such •an
occasion as that. His inceme permitted him te
spend a great deal more than he did, and "he
nev;er was better pleased than he was to treat
ladies on such an occasion. Di1"ger and his ganc
had 1:1,ot showed up, but they all felt tnat they
cer.tamly would before the shindig was over.
After they had remained in the tavern for ._
while, Wild suggeiited that they go into the hall
as it was about time for the dance to begin:
When they ~ot there they found it pretty well
filled. The girls from the ranches lying about
the vicinity were attired in their gayest apparel,
and the ranchmen and cowboys had fixed the~
selves up especially for the occasion. Some of
"!:hem wore silk shirts, and nearly all had a
gorgeous tie about their' necks. There was no,
a man t_here, however, who wore a white shirt.
Such thmgs were out of the question for cowboys to wear, even at s: "swell dance" as the
shindig was termed by ,some of them. The musicians had taken their places upon the Iona
table ~nd were tuning. their instruments when
our frien4s entered; and as though their arrival
was the signal for t~e shindig ta begin, the :floo.manager,. a dapper l~ttle fellow, wearing a bright
green shirt, buckskm trousers and high-heelecl
cowboy boots, stepped to the center of the room
and called out:
"Take your partners for ther grand march.
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Young Wild West an' Miss Arietta Murdock will
lead."
There was lots of hand-clappin g and shouting
at this, and surprised at the honor that_had been
bestowed upon them, Wild and Arietta looked
at each other.
"Go on!" cried Bill Ross, delightedly. "I put
up ther job, but I didn't have ter hardly mention it afore every one took to it. You have
got ter lead, Wild, so don't back down. They
won't have it no other way."
"Well, I would rather some one else would do
it, but since it seems to be the · general desire
of every one here, I suppose we will have to
oblige."
"Go right ahead an' jest show 'em what you
kin do in ther way of a grand march. You kin
bet they'll all foller yer an' do ther best they
kin."
The floor manager signaled for the musicians
to strike up, and then Wild and. Arietta walked
to the head of the room and took their positions.
"Fall in!" shouted the floor manager.
Wow! wow!" yelled
"Whoopee! whoopee!
Cheyenne Charlie, as he half dragged Anna over
the floor to get in line. This cry was taken up
by every cowboy present, and the rafters , of
the building shook. But after a while they were
ready, and then Wild and Arietta led them
around the hall in a way that was as graceful
as it was pleasing. They went through several
maneuvers that were a little new to the majority
resent, and though a few mistakes were made,
ry one seemed to be delighted. The floor
nager gave the signal when he wanted the
bl.arch to stop, and as Wild and Arietta reached
the head of the room again he called out:
"Take your partners for a Virginy Reel."
All they had to do was to step apart and
face each other, and they were ready. A lively
tune struck up, the drummer beating almost
loud enough to drown the music of the violins,
and then the dance began. ' The couples extended the full length of th~hall, and there were
lots who had been compelled to drop out to
make room for those on the floor. Every figure
of the dance was gone through with, and when
the music ceased our friends lost no time in igetting back out of the · way, since they wanted
to give the others a chance for the next set. Wild
led Arietta outside, so they ·might get a . little
fresh air, for it was nearly stifling in the hall,
which had very few windows and a ceiling that
was not over high. They had barely got outside when the sounds of approachinig horses came
to their ears, and turning their gaze up the road
they saw sev•ral horsemen riding up. Straight
to the front of the tavern \ they caine, and as
they were dinmounting, Wild recognized them as
Digger and his companions.
"They're here, Et!" he exclaimed, noddinig to
his sweetheart. "Now, then, I suppose we can
look out for trouble."

----

CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Come to the
Shindig.

It was cwtainly rather nervy on the part of
the rascally cowboys when they rode into the
aettlement that night. But if it had not been

for Digger the probabilities are that they would
have remained away from the cowboy shindig,
even though they had figured on being present and
expected a good time. Dkgger was one of the
sort of men who, when danger threatens, is ready
to capitulate on any terms, but once away from
the danger he becomes bolder than ever, and has
no fear of trying it again. He was heartily glad
to get away ,w hen Young Wild West interfered
with him as he was about to get his revenge
upon the ranchman's son, but once he"found that
he was not being pursued, he began declaring
that he would get even with the whole lot of
them yet, and that before very long, too.
Hawkins, who had received a painful wound
from the shot one of the cowboys had fired, tried
to persuade him to let the matter rest, and even
coaxed him to leave that part of the country.
"Them fellers has got it in for us now, an' if
we hang around these parts very long they'll
sartinly git us. But I ain't goin' ter go ag'in
anything you say, Digger. You're ther boss, an'
I'll stick to yer as long as any one else does."
"I'm mighty glad ter hear yer say that, Hawkins," the leader answered, looking somewhat relieved, for he no doubt felt that if Hawkins kept
on talking in that strain he would influence the
rest.
"I~e been thinkin' a whole fot since we got
away from Young Wild West, an' it sorter strikes
me that we had better not try _ter kill ther boy,
or any of ther rest of 'em. But we kin igit
square with 'em without <loin' that. If we could
only git hold of that young galoot I'd give him
ther worst lickin' he ever had in his life. I'd
jest like ter torment him a whole lot afore I
done it, too."
"Well, if you're satisfied with anything like
that, I reckon you kin count me in," Felch spoke
up. "I've been ag'in killin' any of 'em right
along, unless we got in a fight an' had ter do it
ter save ourselves. All right, Digger. If you
say it's_jest a good lickin' yer want ter give
Young Wild West, I'll do my best ter help yer."
"Well, I think that will be about enough. If
we have ter git hold of him an' put an end ter
him, we would be sure ter igit ketched sooner
or later. Then it would be a case of lynch law.
I don't want ter die jest yet, an' since there ain't
no other proof ag'in us about stealin' ther cattle
than what Joe Ross says, I reckon we'll manage
ter git out of that scrape all right. I've made
up my mind ter go to Bucker • Creek to-night,
anyhow. "I wouldn't miss ther shindig for anythinlg. We're goin' right over, so we'll git
there after ther fun has started, an' then if
Young Wild West an' his partners goes ter makin' trouble with us we'll make out that we're
mighty sorru for what we've done, an' that will
settle it, I think. I mean by that that they
won't think we're up to anything wrong. But
I'm goin' ter be watchin' all ther time, an' if I see
ther least chance ter git hold of Youlllg Wild
West an' git him out somewhere on ther range,
where there ain't nobody to interfere with me,
I'll sartin.,y mak{l him wish he had never been
born, though I won't do no shootin', or use a
knife, either."
This seemed to satisfy them all pretty well, and
as they turned and headed in the direction of the
settlement they began to feel a little easier.
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Digger had a way of makinl? things look rosy, the gully where t_h ere were plenty of trees and
anyhow, and as they relied upon his judgment in bushes to hide them from anybody who might
. the matteri they soon became satisfied that every- pass along the trail, they went into camp, as
thing wou d turn out all right, and that they well as they could, for it was little in the way
would not be arrested for stealing the ranchman's of an outfit they had with them. Beyond a
blanket apiece, and a frying-pan and coffee-pot,
cattle.
"I s'pose I'll have ter keep my eye on Joe with two or three tin cups, they had nothing
Ross, though," Digger said, as they were talking that was worth while. But the few things they
it over after they came to a halt in a little grove had really were all they needed just then. With
that was not more than five miles from the set- a stock of ,grub, as they called it, and plenty of
tl~ment. "He sartinly will want satisfaction for whisky and tobacco, they would be perfectly conwhat we done to him this morin'. But if it tent to remain in camp for two or three days
comes to ther worst, I'll refuse ter fight, an' offer if it became necessary. Felch and Hawkins no
him_an apology. He'll think I'm a coward, then, sooner ·saw their companions · dismount than they
but he'll be mighty mistaken, 'cause I'll igive him started ahead again and rode on into the sett}~
that lickin' with a cowhide whip yet, an' don't ment.. They no sooner entered the tavern than
yer forgit it. I'd like ter give his dad a taste they found the man who was called a "doctor,"
of ther lash, too, but if I kin git Young Wild because he was somewhat of a surgeon and knew
West an' Joe where I want 'em, I'll be satisfied." a little about medicine. Hawkins at once called
"It's Young Wild West first, I s'pose?" Felch him aside and showed him his wounded arm.
"I'll soon fix that up," Doc said, with a nod.
said, questioningly.
"Sartin. He's ther main one of ther lot. He's . "I don't s'ppse there's any use of askin' yer how
ther one we've got ter blame for all that's hap~ yer got it. But it ain't none of my business, so
pened. Of course, he comes first. We must igit let it go at that."
"You go ahead an' fix it up, so ther pain will
him if we can't git no one else!'
They decided to stop in the woods for a while, stop, that's all I want," Hawkins answered.
When the wound had been washed, and some
but after they had remained there for a couple
healing ointment applied, Hawkins declared that
of hou'rs they beg-an to grow hungry.
it had been
"Boys," said the leader, shaking his head, "I he felt much better. But afterthat
he handed
reckon some one has got ter ·g o over to ther bandaged he felt so well satisfied
Then they returned to
. settlement an' buy somethin' ter eat. We want the "doctor" two dollars. Felch
had gone to the
a little whisky, too. Let's chip in an' see if the tavern. Meanwhile,
and
we can't raise about ten dollars. Here's two store to make his purchases. so Hawkins
the "doctor" had a few drinks. Half an hour
toward ther pot."
As they had not spent all the wages they had later the two villains set out to return to their
received from the ranchman when he discharged waiting companions. They found them there,
them, it was quite easy for them to raise the and very hungry at that. A fire had already
been started, and the frying-pan was ready f.or
amount of ten dollars.
tliick slices of bacon were
"Now, then, who's igoin' after ther stuff?" business. Several
quickly put in this, and when it began to sizzle
Di_gger asked.
the rascally cowboys waited eagerly, Coffee was
"I will," Felch spoke up.
when the bacon had been browned,
"An' I'll go along, too," said Hawkins. "I made, too, andthe
stocks of eggs Felch had bought
want ter let Doc Davis fix up my arm a little. two dozen of
were fried as fast as there was
I know ther bullet ain't in it, but it pains me at the sture
frying-pan. The men
s01:pethin' a wful. I'm willin' ter take ther chance room for them in thejust
about as quickly as
down
food
the
gulped
there's
think
don't
I
'cause
there,
over
goin'
of
and they kept at it
fire,
the
from
taken
was
it
what's
about
anything
knows
as
there
any one
a little angered and declared
grew
Digger
until
happened."
if they did not fook out they would "bust
"Well, jest be sure that you come back putty · that
,
themselves."
hangin'
to
1go
"Don't
answered.
quick," Digger
won't want another meal
galoots
you
reckon
"I
some
.
meet
might
around there too long. Yer
one an' git to drinkin' tanglefoot, an' forgit that afore to-morrow, this time," he said. "I don't
see as there's any use in makin' hogs of yourwe're waitin' here."
"Oh, it ain't goin' ter take long, Digger," Felch selves. We'll git somethin' ter eat at ther shindeclared. "While I'm gittin' ther grub an' tangle- dig to-night. You know mighty well that supfoot, Hawkins kin be havin' his arm fixed up. per is served at a dollar a head at ther tavern.
But say! what's ther matter with all of us goin' I reckon we kin all spend a dollar apiece for a
up a little closer? We could put up 'Within a good feed."
"Don't you worry about me not bein' able ter
mile of ther settlement an' wait till it got time
eat to-nigM," one of the~ declared, Hs he patted
to go over to ther shindig."
"I don' know but what that's a good idea," his stomach, affectionately. "I always eat three
the leader said, nodding approvingly. "What do meals a day, an' it don't make no difference if
they come putty close tog-ether. too."
.
yer say, boys?"
"Well, Spencer, you always was a hog ever
The rest were quite willing to do this, so they
all mounted their horses and took the trail for since I knowed yer."
"Well, maybe I am, but I ain't ashamed of it,"
Bucker Creek. None of them really felt that
:there was any danger in going over there, since and the man laughed good-naturedly.
After satisfying their appetites the villains
it Vl'.as hardly likely that anv one had heard of
. what had been going on at the Ace High ranch. sat down to smoke and drink some of the whisky
They rode on until they were just about a mile Felch had brought over from the settlement.
from the settlement, and finding a good place in Then it was not long before they became drowu.
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and as they figured on making a night of it at
the shindig, two or three of them lay down upon
their blankets and were soon snoring. It seemed
to be catching, for one by one the rest followed
suit, and with their horses tied close by where
they could graze and drink from the running
brook that was handy, they slept on and did not
awaken until after sunset. It was Hawkins who
was the first to wake up. Probably he would
have slept longer if his wound had not pained
him somewhat. But when he found it was getting dark he decided to arouse the rest, so he
did so.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Digger. "Why would
have thought we had slept as long as that! But
it's all right. We'll have a smoke an' drink or
two, an' then we'll strike out for ther shindig.
There must be a big crowd there by this time,
'cause they generally come afore it gits dark."
He decided to wait until things got going in
full swing there, so when the time came they
saddled their horses, and, mounting, started for
the shindig.
"Jest let me do ther- talkin'," the leader cautioned as ljhey came in sight of the lighted hall.
I kin hear ther music, boys."
"There!" exclaimed Felch, suddenly, "ther music has stopped. I reckon a dance has jest wound
up."
"Well, that will give us a chance -ter meet
Young Wild West an' Joe _ Ross, then. Now,
don't forgit what I say. I'm goin' ter be mighty
bold about this here thing, an' I'm goin' ter
tell 'ein both that we're mighty sorry for anything we done that they didn't think was jest'
right. I'm goin' ter explain that we got so mad
about Joe tellin' his dad that we stole ther
cattle that I jest thought I had ter give him a
good lickin'. But I'll say that that's all over
with now, an' I ain't got nothin' but good feelin's
toward any of 'em."
"They won't believe that, though," Felch declared, shaking his head. "They might say, 'all
right', but they won't believe a word of it, Digger."
"Well, who cares whether they believe it or
not, so long as they let us alone?"
"Well, that's all right, but maybe they won't
· let yer alone. S'pose Young Wild West tells yer
that we've got ter li,ght out. Then -I reckon we
won't have no fun at ther shindig."
"Well, I don't think he'll tell us anything like
that. If he was afraid of us maybe he would, but.
he ain't; I'm well satisfied of that."
Having made up their minds to put on a bold
front, the villains galloped up to the front of
the tavern and dismounted. They found a space
to tie their horses, and then with Digger in the
lead, they marched bqldly into the crowded barroom. It happened that the ranchman and his
son were near the door at the time, and the moment they saw them the rascally cowboys put
on a very friendly air, and D~ger proml)tly called out:
"Hello, Billi Hello, Joel We jest couldn't
keep away from here. You're jest ther · ones we
want ter see, first of all. I want ter tell yer that
me an' my pa.rds ain't got no hard feelin's toward yer. We're ready ter apologize for for anything we've done."

"Are you ready to fight it out with me?" Joe
asked, his face turning red with anger at the
thought of how he had bee:a treated out on the
range that morning.
.
"No, Joe, you can't blame me for wantin' tel'
give yer a lickin'. You know what made me do
it. I wouldn't fight yer nohow. I've talked it
over with ther boys, an' we've all come to ther
conclusion that we made fools of yourselves. Let
it all drop. If you say we took any cattle from
yer, I s'pose it will have to be that way. We're
w.illin' ter pay any money yer want as soon as
we git hold of it, too."
Joe did not want to settle it so easily, but his
father stepped in between them and persuaded
him to let it drop. It was just then that Wild.
who had escorted Arietta back to the hall, came _
. in, followed by Charlie and Jim.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" said Digger, forcing a smile and bowing politely to the YOUlla'
deadshot. "We've repented, an' we don't care
what yer think of us, but we want yer to understand that we're goin' ter do better. We're
mighty sorry for what's happened, an' none of
us don't bear ther least bit of a gruqe to yer.
Don't go ter tryin' ter make us fight, 'cause we
won't. We're what yer kin call humble an•
peaceful citizens now."
•
"Well, you're a fine lot, I must say!" our hero
exclaimed, a s he looked at them disa-ustedly.
"Y6u're the biggest lot of cowards I ever saw in
a bunch. You have got a nerve to come here
to t he shindig, too."
"Well, we jest couldn't keep away, that's all,
so don't go to bein' har d on us."
"Well, Mr. Ross," Wild said, nodding to tlie
ranchman, "it seems that we must let this thing
drop a s it is, unless you want to press your
charge against these fellows.'~
"Well, there ain't no use in · 1>otherin' with
that to-nig ht, Wild," the ranchman answered. "It
would only make a lot of trou1>1e here an' bust
up the shindig. There's a lot of we~en folks
here, an' it would be a pity ter do a thing like
that. Let 'em go on an' have a good time. I
reckon Digger an' tber rest will behave theJQselves. If they don't they know what they'll
git, soon enough.''
Wild turned away from them, and as he did so
Digger turned and looked at his followers in
triumph. .
·
"I told yer I could fix it," he whispered. "Now
then, jest make up your minds that we're goin1
ter have a -big time here to-night, jest as thoudi
nothin' ever happened. But we've got ter git
Young Wild West an' give him, a lickin', an•
Joe Ross has got ter take his dose, too. Don't
forgit that, boys.''
Young Wild West and his partners were well
satisfied that Digger and his companions needed
watching. But they felt themselves quite able
to take care of them, so they went on back to the
hall and the shindig was on full force.

CHAPTER IX.-How Arietta Called A Bluff.
As the shindig progressed the fun increased.
Though quite a few of the cowboys got altogether
too much drink in them, they behaved themselves
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pretty well, so nothing occurred to mar the
pleasure of the occasion. A couole of the rascally
cowboys showed up several times, and got among
the dancers, but no one would have thought that
there was anything vicious about them. In this
way the night passed. It was out of the question
to think about returning to the Ace High ranch
until Ross and his family were ready to go, so
Young Wild West and his companions participated in the fun until at last daylight came. By
this time the musicians were pretty well played
out, and the majority of the cowboys had given
it up. Quite an elaborate supper had been served
shortly before midniight, but as he stood outside
and saw the sun just peeping over the distant
hills in the early morning, Cheyenne Charlie de-'
dared that he was hungry.
"I'd jest like ter have a good breakfast of
broiled bearsteak an' bacon," he declared, as
Wild came out and joined him. "I've put in a
putty good night of it, an' don't know as I ever
danced so much in my life afore."
"Well, Charlie, I will say that I have had a
mighty good time, too," the young deadshot replied. "Of course, I have been a little anxious
about our enemies, and I've been watching for
them to show their hands. But it seems that
they've either given it up entirely or else are
waiting for a better chance at us. I am satisfied that Digger hates me as much as ever, and
that all he wants is a igood opportunity to get
square with me. I wonder where he is now?"
"Oh, most likely ther galoot has got too much
fluid lightnin' about, an' is sleepin' somewhere."
"Well, suppose we look around a bit? Ross
says he is going to start for home pretty soon,
and it will be time enough for us to saddle our
horses when he gets his buckboard ready. They
insist on us going back to the ranch with them,
so I suppose we'll have to do so. We'll put in
to-day and to-night there, and to-morrow we will
strike out for some other place."
It was thought advisable to go to the barroom
of the tavern first, and they no sooner entered
when they found Digger there, and quite sober
at that. His gang was right with him, and
they were talking earnestly when the two came
in. But the moment they saw t'hem _a hush came
over them, and they !poked at each other in a
way that told Wild and Charlie, plainly, that
they had been the topic of the conversation.
"Well, Digger," said Wild, in his cool and easy
way, "I suppose you have enjoyed yourself pretty
well at the shindig, though I didn't see you in
the hall."
"I generally have a putty good time, no matter where I g_o, Young Wild West," was the retort.
"Well, that's a good way to be. Always enjoy
yourself when you can, because the time will
come when you won't be able to do so any longer.
It comes mighty quick sometimes, too."
It was just then that Hop came in and announced that the ranchman was getting ready
to leave. Wild and Charlie bought some ciigars
. and then went on out of the tavern by the back
way, since their horses were at the rear of the
building. When they got to the .horses, Anna
called the scout from a door of the hall, and he
promptly left our hero alone. The young deadahot proceeded to saddle Arietta's horse, and
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just as he had about completed doing it he
heard a footstep near him and, turning, was
just in time to see Digger standinig before him.
"Well, what do you want?" the boy demanded,
sharply.
Before Wild could say anything further two
men pounced upon him from behind and he was
borne to the ground. A hand was clapped over
his mouth, too, so he could n ot have made himself heard if hE) had tried to call out.
"That's ther way to do it, boys!" exclaimed
Digger, as he leaped forward and assisted the
two scoundrels. "Jest tie his hands behind him
an' put a gag in his mouth. We've igot him, even
if we don't git Joe Ross."
Digger mounted his broncho and two of the
men lifted Wild to the back of the animal, so
he hung across the horn of the saddle.
"Now then, come .on, boys. We'll jest git this
young galoot out somewhere away from everybody, and I'll give him ther blamedest lickin' he
ever had in his life. I'm goin' ter give Young
Wild West somethin' ter remember as long as ,
.
he lives, an' don't yer forgit it."
Away the villains rode, and as there happened
to be a thick grove of trees close to the tavern,
they were soon out of siight of any one. Pushjng their wa~ through the woods for about a
mile they came to a level stretch of prairie land.
Digger shaded his eyes with his hand and took a
look in all directions.
"I reckon everything is all right, boys. We'll
jest head for that little cump of woods over to
ther right, an' then we'll see about fixin' ·up
Young Wild West. I'm igoin' ter tie him to a
tree, an' let him have his hands loose. Then
I'm goin' ter use a rawhide on him till ther blood
runs down to his heels. I reckon that will be
enough satisfaction for me, though if I was to
kill him, most likely I'd feel better yet. But
this ain't goin' ter be no murder, 'cause we
don't want ter run ther risk of gittin' a rope
around our necks. Come om"
A way they rode for the clump of trees he spoke
of, and Wild made up his mind that he was in
for a rough handlin_g. The horses igalloped on,
and soon reached the spot that Digger had selected for the piece of villainy he had planned.
When a couple of them had dismounted they
came forward and lifted Wild from the back
of the leader's horse. Digger quickly leaped
to the ground, and then taking a piece of rope
he tied it about the boy's lef ankle, takinig care
to knit it securely. The other end of the rol}e
was passed around a tree, and when he made
sure that it was secure, he coolly drew his knife
and cut the bonds that held our hero's hands to
his sides. This done, he tore the gag from his
mouth and stepping back so he would not run
the chance of being hit by the boy's clenched fist,
he said:
"Now then, Young Wilq West, I reckon I've
got yer. You have got about eight feet of rope;
an' that will give yer a chance ter run around
that tree, while I'm lashin.. yer till ther blood
runs. Maybe you think I meant what I said
last night when I apologized, but I didn't mean
a .word of it. I was just waitin' ter git a chance
at yer."
"Go ahead with your game," Wild answered, in
his cool and easy way, at the same time casting
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a glance in the direction they had come from.
The instant he did this· the villains looked the
same way, and when they saw a horse emerge
from the woods all of a sudden they showed
signs of fear. Wild knew who it was coming.
It was Arietta.
"It's a gal," said Felch, as he looked at the
approaching rider for a moment.
"Yes, an' it's ther yaller-haired one, too," Digger added. "Young Wild West's gal is comin'
out here. Well, let her come. I reckon she wo~•t
do nothin'. We'll scare her quick enough We 11
tell her if she makes a move ter interfere we'll
shoot her. I reckon a bluff will work all right
in this case."
Digger now produced a whip such as .are used
in driving cattle. It happened that Arietta had
started out to where the horses were as soon
as Charlie came to the hall. She had been just
in time to see tl}e vilh;i.ins riding away with W~ld
a pxisoner. As her horse was saddl~d and waiting for her, she acted on a sudden impu!se· and
mounted him. Then away she dashed m pursuit. The start the villains had enabled them to
keep well ahead of her, so when Arietta reached
the edge of the woods Wild was tied to the ~ree
waiting for the flogging that had 1?ee~ promised
him by Digger. When she was withm about a
hundred yards of the spot, Digger threw down
his whip and pulling a revolver, stepped out and
shouted:
"Stop right where yer are, gall If yer don't
1'11 shoot yerl"
Arietta reined her horse in quickly.
''What do you mean to do with Young Wild
West?" she demanded.
"We're jest goin' ter give him a good lickin',
that's all, gal. You stay right where you are,
an' see how he takes it. I tell yer plain that
if you come a foot nearer I'll shoot yer, an'
him, too. We're desperate men, an' we ain't
goin' ter ·stand no foolin' at all,"
' "You're bluffing, and I think I'll call you."
As she .said this the brave girl started her .
horse forward at a walk.
"Don't yer dare ter come any closer!" cried
Digger.
But Arietta was quick-witted, and she resolved
to get the best of the villains if there was any
way possible to do so. Pulling her revolver from
her belt, she allowed it to hang at her side, so
the villain might I\6!t see it, and then she spoke
sharply to her horse. As Arietta came galloping
to the scene the rascally cowboys hooted and
laughed.
"I am calling your bluff," she said, as she
slipped the revolver to Wild as ~he swept by.
"Shoot if you dare!"
Inst ~ad of ma.king good his threat, Digger
laughed derisively, for he had not seen the girl's
action. But the next instant he found himself
staring into the muzzle of a revolver in the
hands of Young Wild West.
"Now then, you sneaking coyote!" the boy exclaimed, his eyes flashing dangerously. "You
come here and cut me loose. · If you don't, · I'll
shoot you dead in your tracks."
As the ringing words sounded, Arietta swung
her horse around and came riding back. Sha
halted a few yards distant from the bunch of
rasc:als and cdolly took in the scene, Digger was

frightened and dismayed. None of the others
even made a move to pull a gun, and Wild was
certainly master of the situation.
"Et," said he, coolly, "just come up here and
take their weapons from them. I reckon we'll
make them prisoners."
At this the rascals ran for their horses, and
quickly mounting them rode away, all but Digger, who dared not move. The villain suffered
himself to be disarmed, and then, at a command
from Wild, he mounted his horse.
"Nqw then," said the boy, ''if you attempt
to get away you will be a dead man before you
·
have gone very far."
It was just then that Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart came out of the woods at a gallop.
They were followed by Joe Ross, and with a
nod of satisfaction, Wild smiled at his sweetheart and said:
"Well, Et, we'll go and meet them. Digiger,
you ride right along with us."
The villain began to plead, but it was useless.
Cheyenne Charlie was very angry when he heard what had happened, but Wild advised him to take
it coolly, so he. desisted. Twenty minutes later
they all rode back to the tavern, and then Wild
quickly related to the crowd that was the1·e how
Digger had captured hhn and taken him out upon
,the prairie for the purpose of flogging him. Sev•
era! were for lynching the rascal, but the boy's
coolness came to the fore and he settled it so
that Digger was locked into the calaboose to
awajt trial for stealing Bill Ross' cattle.
That really wound up the cowboy shindig,
and after spending a day and night at the Ace
H1gh ranch, our friends bade the Ross family
good-by and set out for Colorado, not bothering
themselves about Digger or his comrades who had
made their escape. What they wanted was plenty
of excitement and stirring adventures, and the
reader knows pretty well that Young Wild West
usually found what l}e was looking for:
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND SENOR SANTO; or, THE BRI·
GANDS OF THE BORDER."
A HOT REGION
The h-Ottest regio!1 on earth is said to be along
the Persian Gulf, where little or no rain falls.
At Bahrein the arid shore has no fre sh water, yet
a comparatively numerous population contrives
to live there, thanks to the copious springs which
break forth from the bottom of the sea. The
fre sh water is got by diving, we are told by the
Book of Wonders. · The diver, sitting in his boat,
winds a great goat-skin bag around his left arm.
the hand grasping its mouth; _then he takes in
his right hand a heavy stone, to which is attached a strong line, and quickly reaches the
bottom. lnstantly opening the bag over . tlie
strong jet of fre sh water, he springs up the as•
cending current, at the same time closing the bag1
and is helped aboard. The stone is then haulea
up, and the diver, after taking breath plunges- in
again. The source of the copious submarine
springs is thought to be the green hills of 0•
man, some 500 or 600 miles distan~
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CURRENT NEWS
· ANCIENT ROME'S ELEVATORS
The ancient palaces of Rome show traces of
elevators-vertical passages-the stones on the
landings worn deep by the ropes which were used
to hoist the primitive elevators of those days.
RABBIT :KILLS BIG SNAKE
A rabbit killed a four-foot blacksnake the other
morning near the home of W. R. Ward of Lyells,
Va. The reptile had just swallowed one of the
rabbit's offspring. After kicking the snake into
unconsciousness, the rabbit finally killed it by
gnawing two large places in its head.
ARSENIC SPRAY KILLS 17 COWS
Seventeen cows owned by John Grieff, a farmer,
have died from arsenic poisoning. The cows
stra1,ed out of Grieff's pasture and crossed the
Raritan River to the estate of James B. Duke,
Somervme, N. J. The estate has been sprayed by
the State Gypsy Moth Bureau and the grass was
covered with the spray~d arsenic.
FRENCH HOUSES MADE OF STRAW
The straw used for dwelling construction in
France is cut into fine fragments with revolving
_

}{nives, crushed on steel rollers and compressed in
hydraulic presses into blocks eighteen inches wide
and high, and as long as required. The Qlocks
are used for walls, with a light f amework of
studs. The walls give the best of insulation
against heart and cold, are only one-tenth as
heavy as stone or brick, and the structures are
said to cost only half as much as ordinary frame
houses.
SOWING FROM AIRPLANE
It is proposed to use an airplane of the slow
tractor type to sow grain at flying speed as the
machine passes over the prepared ground. A
system of parallel perforated metal tubes extend
at short intervals from front to back of the lower
wings. Out of the tubes the seen is forced by
the air pressure created by the flight of the plane.
It is calculated that in that way the grain can
be shot out with force enough to bury it to the
proper depth in loose soil. The machine will
have apparatus for landing on plowed ground
and will have a speed of perhaps forty miles an
our. It is intended for flight OI!lY a few feet.
above the ground.
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A BIG CHANGE IN

''MOVING PICTURE STORIES''
Mqnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside illustrations - Twice as many and better pictures
than before - Intimate talks with the greatest picture
atars - Splel)did stories•of the very best film plays - And
all sorts of news from the studios

TAKE NOTICE!
If you thought "Moving Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now! Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. No room here to tell you all the good things it contains. Just
buy a copy and you will be delighted at all you get for 7 cents.

The Number Out Today Is a Dandy!

--- Don't Miss It -FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSD~ERS
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GOING IT ALONE

'

thither he must surely be found at a time like the
present. He would have an -Opportunity to rake
in money at the card table besides having an ex-Or,cellent chance to examine the stolen papers.
Tom knew that when the villain should learn
that there was gold located at the peint named
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
in the plans he would at once take measures to se'
cure it.
There was one thing in Tom's favor.
By DICK ELLISON
This was that Gaspard was a fugitive from
the authorities at Yellow Pass. He would hardly
qare to show himself in public to openly work the
(A SERIAL STORY)
placer. On the other hand, Tom was badly off
as he was wholly unable to locate the pocket -0r
CHAPTER XVI.-( Continued.)
' the claim without the plans.
Carefully he felt for it and was surprised. It
He had not as yet found time to do this. He
was not there.
had pl!lnned every day to visit the spot, but
He paused a moment in thought. He was sure somethmg had always happened to prevent it.
that he had placed it there. It was certainly not So that with the loss of the claim papers and
there now, though. What could have become of plans he was wholly unable to learn where they
it? He was for a moment horribly suspicious of were.
his pard, White. But he remembered that White
So his legacy, rich though it might be, was aphad 111ot been in the cabin since he placed the box parently lost to him.
there.
It could not be he. He ransacked his brain.
Then a sudden ··s wife and startling thought came
CHAPTER XVII.
to him.
He thought of the crook and villain that he had
In The Saloon.
just now housed from the minions of the law.
Was it possible that he would do such a mean
thing as to steal from his benefactor?
There were many places in Yellow Pass where
the most lawless of men who were fugitives from
Tom shrugged his shoulders.
He felt sure that there was nothing that would the law were able to congregate with safety. Tom
absolutely keep him from doing a thing of this knew of one place called Wild Gill's place.
It was a saloon of the cheapest class. Tom dekind. The :more he reflected upon it the more
convinced• he was that Gaspard had repaid his cided to visit it. He knew that he would have
kindness by stealing the papers. Tom was white to change his personal appearance quite a little
or it would not be safe for him to enter the place.
with rage.
If he was ~cognized in the place he might be
He walked quickly into the outer room of the
cabin. He took another revolver from a shelf. held up or killed. There were many ways in
He left the cabin, though it was now near dark. which this could be brought about.
A chance shot in a quarrel. The gang easily
Tom was determined to overtake the thief if
,
arranged such things.
such a thing was possible.
So Tom pulled his hat well down over his eyes.
So it happened that an hour later when White
He found some soot in a chimney at the smelter
reached the ' cabin it was to find it empty.
and daubed it over his face. He turned his shirt
Tom was gone.
White wondered, of course. But he did not set around so that it made him look as if he was in
out in quest of his pard. Instead he made him- a besotted state, and staggering as if drunk he
self comfortable. All this while Tom was having entered the saloon.
There were men at the bar drinking. The bar-varied adventures.
_ Tom had not the slightest idea as to the direc- tender was one of the toughest characters in the
tion taken by Gaspard. But he took the trail whole West. Tom went to the bar and in a weak
voice called for whisky.
that led to Yellow Pass.
He tendered a dollar bill for the drink. The
It proved a correct reasoning that Gaspard
would go straight to Yellow Pass to spend his bartender gave him a careless glance and tossed
money and to realize on the claim papers. Tom the bill into a box which had a steel cover. Then
knew that the way they were made out they were he turned to another customer.
"See here," said Tom, simulating intoxication,
negotiable and that it would not be difficult for
"where is my change, boss?"
him to make se of them.
"What's that?" roared the bartender. "What
So Tom hastily tramped down the trail on his
way to Yellow Pass. It was a late hour when change?"
·
"I gave you a dollar pill."
he at last reached the town.
"Oh, say, come off! You gave me ten cents,
There were plenty of saloons open just as if it
Don't give me any such bluff -0r I will run you
was daytime. The miners were having a sort of out.
See?"
celebration. Many of them were drunk and ready
There was a movement among certain hangersto fight.
that they were there
Tom was not pleased with the outlook. He had on about the bar. Tom knewhim.
He saw that it
for the purpose of bouncing
no desire to remain there any longe_r than possi- was
foolish to press the point further.
ble.
However, he ;felt sure · that if Gaspard went
(To be continued)
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GOOD READING
FROG FARMING

-From his backyard frog ranch near Oshkosh,
Wis., Emil Neuenfeldt ships 2,000,000 frog legs
a year. The frogs are kept in concrete trenches
fifty feet long and six feet wide, in which are refrigerated pipes and running water. The cold
water makes the frogs hibernate and silences the
frog chorus. When an order is r eceived the re. quired number is scooped from a trench and the
fro&-~ are placed in _a tank of water. c~ar ged with
electricity. This lnlls the frogs, straightens out
. their jegs and makes amputation easy.
A SIGNAL RING FOR MOTORISTS
When you hold out your hand on a da rk night,
signalling that you are about to stop or ma"ke a
turn it is often doubtful whether or not your
sign~l has been seen. A ring, carrying a ruby
light, has been devised to overcome this diffcul~y.
It is automatically turned on when the motorist
extends his hand and goes off •when the arm is
withdrawn. A long flexible cord plugs into a
socket on the instrument boar d or under the
driver's seat to supply the current.
With this device installed the signals of the
driver are certain to be observed by the car behind and the dangers of night driving reduced.

THE UNHAPPY REMAINS OF COLUMBUS
A report has been made to the ';N ~r . Depa rtment by the Receiver General of Dommion Cus·
toms, dealing wit h the remains o Co!umbus. /\project is now on foot to erect a massive tomb m
San Domingo City, somewhat modeled 11fter the
tomb of Napoleon in Paris and the ex terior something like Grant's Tomb in New York. A beacon
tower 300 feet in height i s part of the plan. Unfortunately the bones of Columbus w hich _were
brought .from Spain in 1540 wer e often opened for
inspection to distinguished visitors. This should
be stopped. It was that very fact which fir st suggested the idea t hat it should be the concern _of
Pan Americans, the peoples of the 21 republics
occupying the territory of ~ orth a:nd South
America and Canada to provide a suitable memorial arid final resting place for Columbus in the
Cradle of America, as San Domingo is called.
WHAT THE ATOLLS ARE
It has been s1iown by the investigations conducted by scientific expeditions to the Pacjfic islands that there is a slow elevation going on there,
which by lifting t he reefs gradually above the
waves: preserves them from erosion at the top
and enables vegetation and certain .animal forms
of terrestrial chara cter to exist there.
This is in opposition to the old idea that the
atolls were formed by the gradual subsidence of
mnall islan~, and that the coral insects built up
encircling reefs as the islands sank.
Recent reports show that the elevation of the
Islands is a general phenomenon, but variable in
amount, some islands rising rapidly and others
Yery slowly.

Both the flora and the fauna of these islands
are confi1;1ed to a very few speci~s, although seen
from a distance some of them appear very rich in
vegetation.
·
ALTITUDE AFFECTS HEALTH
Intei:esting observatio~s have been niade by Mr.
G. I. Fmch basep. upon his experiences in climbing
Mount Everest . He carefully noted the effect of
altitude upon his physical condition and took note
of the exact altitude and how ft a1fected him. He
concludes . that up to 21,000 feet the '<:limber's
physical functions were practically unimpaired
and good sleep and recuperation from fatigue
were possible, but at 23,000 feet sleep was fitful
appetite fell off and there was a general loss of
physical fitness. The conclusion is that at approx imity 21,000 feet aclimatization to altitude ceases and above that height oxygen should
be used, at first in small doses, and from 26 000 feet in larger doses, but the -dose must d;.
pend upon the nature of the ground.
He points out that oxygen increases the appetite and adequate provision must be made for this
fact. The J?t imulating effect of cigarette smoke
was noted at 25,500 feet . Although it is possible to climb to g reater heights without the use
of oxygen, Mr. Finch does not believe it wise.
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INTER.ESTING llADIO NEWS AND HINTS
RADIO TELEPHONE SECRET
The !first trial on a commercial basis of a radio
telephone system insuring privacy to -its users is
being made at Catalina Island, thirty miles off the
coast of California, on a yacht linking the island
with Los Angels.
The former radio apparatus has been replaced
by a development of the Bell system engineers
- which prevents receiving sets in common use from
picking up ·messages trans~itted ·on this system.
While the telephone is not absolutely secret it is
more nearly so tl).an any other tested to date and
meets ordinary requirements.
NIGHT RANGE
The range of a radio transmitter is considerably greater at night than in the daytime. The
ionization of the atm~phere due to s,unlight or
moonlight causes losses which prevent as ·great
a range from being obtained as when this cond.ition of ionization does not exist. Interposed
metallic strength cause considerable loss in signal strength, and the nature of the intervening
country has also a great effect. It has been experimentally determined that greater range for a
given amount of power is obtained over water
than over land.
WHAT THE TUBES ARE
The radiotron tubes now consist of the following: The .UV-199 tube, the smallest member. The
UV-200, which is a five-volt detector or "soft"
tube, calling for critical adjustment of "B" battery potential, and requiring upwards of .an ampere of filament curreJ)t. The UV-201 is the running mate of the UV-200. However, it is a "hard"
tube or amplifier tube, requiring 45 to 100 volts
on the plate, and over one ampere at five volts in
the filament. It is not critical. Then there is the
UV-201-A, which is a combination detector and
amplifier tube, operated with a filament voltage of
five and a current consumption of 0.25 ampere.
The UV-202 is a five-watt transmitting tube, also
suitable as a power amplifier tube. The UV-203
is a 50-watt transmitting tube. The UV-204 is a
250-watt transmitting tube.. The UV-206 is a
one-kilowatt t r ansmitting tube. The UV-208 is
a five-kilowatt transmitting tube, The UV-207 is
a 20-kilowatt transmitting tube of the new water-cooled tube; indeed, this tube is considerably
smaller than the UV-207, although it has four
times the capacity.

ocean for flora and fauna and chart the floor of
that vast sea.
Bartlett is the veteran of five expeditions, the
most famous of which was Peary's successful dash
when he accompanied the explorer to within 110
miles of the goal.
He has just come out of New Foundland, where
he spent the worst winter in fifty-two years seal
hunting. He sailed under his father, who is seventy-two. He is in New York now looking for
backing for his proposed scientic expedition.
In talking of his plans, he said: "I want a
small ship and a crew of about nine men who will
also ~e scientic experts to carry out this work.
We will take a radio along and report each day
to the world the progress we have made. I'd
rather command that ship than be master of the
Leviathan.
"I don't ·_e xpect to discover gold mines or anything of that sort. This expedition will also be
the means of acquiring data which the world has
been waiting for a long time. The weather along
the Atlantic coast, in my opinion,. is regulated by
the ice cap. Last winter was the worst in years.
The winds were northwest and the-ice and wind
diverted the Gulf Stream, forcing it eastward.
The chill you felt here last month was partially
due to that. There ought to be more radio stations in the Arctic to broadcast those weather
. conditions that influence our shipping and fishing."
Bartlett became the master of a sealer when he
was seventeen and now holds both American and
English master's tickets. Born in New Foundland in 1875, he became an American citizen fifteen years ago. His first Arctic expedition was in
1897-8 with Peary to Cape D'Urville, and what is
of next greatest importance after the 1905-9 discovery expedition with him is the Canadian government Arctic Expedition under Stefansson,
when the ship Karluk was lost off Wrangel Island. Bartlett crossed 500 miles of ice to Siberia with an Eskimo, got relief and returned to
the island, and on September 12, 1914, reached
Nome, Alaska, with the fourteen survivors who
had spent the winter there. He has received
many medals, including the Hubbard gold medal
of the National Geographic Society.
His father, Captain William Bartlett, still is
master of a sealing· ship with a crew of 170 men.

RADIO AIRPLANE TRIP
Listening to · a fox trot and other musical se,.
lecti9ns while soaring 5,000 feet above the earth,
hearing the call from a ship at sea more than five
hundred miles away ;md then the shrill voice of a
RADIO FROM THE ARCTIC
woman announcing the next radio selection tef be
Captain Robert A. Bartlett has again heard the broadcasted from a Newark department store
call of the Arctic and hopes to return to the was a sensation quite out of the ordinary.
frozen North at the head of a scientific expedition
Often at home, in using a small crystal set, conthat will drift for three years, meitsure the flow nected between a bed spring and a radiator in ·the
•f sea o.nd air currents, dredge the bottom- of the bedroom, we have wondered at the mystery of the
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ether waves, but it was far more amazing to hear
selections carried on these same uncanny waves a
mile up in'" the air.
This was a recent experience in a flight in a
five-passenger Fokker monoplane, equipped by the
General Electric Company with a radio set, from
Curtis Field, Mineola, to Roosevelt Field, Albany,
a distance of about 175 miles. On the trip were
Lieut. B. W. Maynard, the "Flying Parson"; Mr.
and Mrs. Schlafke, the aerial bride and groom
who the day before had been married by Maynard in the same plane over New York City; E.
W. Dannals, radio operator, and Bert Acosta, the
pilot.
Soon after they left the field 300 feet of copper
wire wound on a reel much the same as used by
fishermen, was let out. This wire, weighted by a
heavy lead sinker, passed out through the bottom
of the·plane and was used both· as a sending aerial
and receiving antenna. After bidding good-by to
the radio operators at the field the lane headed
north and took up a course to the east of the Hudson River.
For sending both radio telephone and radio
telegraphy were utilized, the latter for keeping in
touch with the army station at the flying field and
the many amateur stations, and the telephone to
send out a radio program and makes special calls
to various stations, such as West Point, the
Knickerbocker Press in Albany and WGY, the
broadcasting station of the General Electric Company in Schenectady.
Near Tarrytown a woman's -voice announced a
fox trot to be played at a radio station in a store
in Newark. Then came the music. Using a
leather headpiece, which clamped receivers to both
ears, all outside noise from the airplane motor
was eliminated and the music came through just
as well as in any land receiving set. ·
WJZ was heard and when near Hudson WGY
began its program and this came in so loudly that
all other stations were drowned out and the fliers
could hear the music in their small cabin without
putting the headpiece to their ears, a sensation
somewhat of having a phonograph on the plane.
They had been in the ah: an hour and were near
Matteawan, when it was announced that a message from the S. S. Auretania, then 500 miles
east of Ambrose Lightship, was picked up.
' PICTURES OF THE VOICE

It is possible ·to see your voice, or at least the
oscillations caused by the voice vibrations when
electrically transmitted. The story of the manner
in which this has been accomplished is one of the
romances of scientific achievement.
At first glance it probably . will cause you to
wonder why any one should wish to see the vibrations of his voice and what good cause would be
served by making the vibrations visible. The answer to this question is a very simple· one, and
summed up is practically as follows:
If it is possible to show exactly what kind of
vibrations various sounds produce it will then be
possible to determine just what their effect in an
electrical current will be. This is very important
where such a sound as that of the letter "s" is
concerned because of its confusion with the letter
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"f" and also because it enables the scientists to
work ·on the production of receiving apparatus
that will give a truer reproduction of these difficult sounds.
It has been possible for some time to produce
these vibrations by mechanico-electrical means
used in conjunction with a projecting machine
whereby the picture of the vibrations is reproduced on a screen, much in the manner of "movies." The trouble with this system, however, is
that there is a considerable lag behind the voice,
due to the inertia in the mechanical part c,f the
apparatus.
The problem, therefore, was to produce an appa-ratus that had practically no inertia, and, as
in many other kindred situations, the vacuum tube
has filled the bill, In this case the vacuum tube
is quite different in appearance to the ordinary
tube, both in shape and construction, and it might
better be termed an electric gun, because that is
just exactly what it is. Moreover, it performs its
functions of reproducing oscillatory pictures of
sound and electrical vibratio.ns with absolute fidelity and without inertia.
It is known ·scientifically as the Braun tube,
named after the German scientist who first
adapted it, but its real deveiop:r;nent has been
made by Dr. J, B. Johnson, of the Bell laboratories, because it is he who has turned it into a
really serviceable instrument.
It is a large, pear-shaped ·tube, about eight
inches long and one inch in diameter at th,e socket,
which gradually increases in diameter until at the
other end it is about four inches across.
The end pf the tube is covered with a fluorescent screen. A straight filament about one-quarter of an inch in length is used as a cathode, and
four platinum plates set at right angles to each
other guide the stream of electrons which this
catrode emits and directs them upon the fluorescent screen.
When the audio-frequency or high-frequency
currents are impressed upon the controlling steps
they cause this stream of electrpns which are fixed
at a very fine point to move up and down this
screen with extrelJle rapidity, corresponding exactly and with great precision to the fluctuations
in the current caused by voice sounds or other
vibrations.
1
It is possible to examine the fluctuations produced on the fluorescent screen very closely and
to ascertain just exactly what kind of vibration
each particular sound produces. In · addition to
this it is also possible to photograph these vibrations, so that a permanent record can be made of
any particular sound that it is desired to study,
and th<>se would give actual pictures of the voice,
which, of course, are extremely valuable in designing receiving apparatus for reproducing' such
sounds.
The tube is a very remarkable instrument-especially as it has now been developed. In addition to the manner in which it reproduces all
sound variations visually it also reproducers for
instance, the curve of magnetic hysteresis' the
~urve being absolutely perfect and steady. 'Thia
1s also extremely valuable for engineering Plll':poses.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CATTLE COIN COLLECTORS
Bullocks belonging to a butcher of Kent, England, have been engaging in coin collection, and
their owner, according to the London Referee,
continues to find .o ld coins in the stomachs of bullocks slaughtered after grazing on the Sheppey
Marshes. They are all ancient coins, and those
obtained from different animals bear dates of
1795, 11\74, 1806 and 1727.
·
29 VARIETIES OF PLUMS ON ONE TREE
. Twenty-nine varieties of plums on one tree is
the boast of John Heine, horticultllrist of Davis
fruit district. During the last two years twentynine branches of va'.rious varieties of plums were
grafted onto a sturdy trunk of a John Lewis .
Chiles First Best plum tree. Every one of the _
branches are bearing fruit in abundance. The
first plums ripen in early June and the last along
in late September.
UNCLE SAM'S LARGEST PAYROLL
The United States employs 252,756 people in
the regular post-office department, and 80,485 persons are indirectly connected with the big business of mail communication. It might be asked
what the 80,485 persons do. These are clerks at
third- and fourth-class offices, mail messengers,
screen wagon contractors and employees, carriers
for offices having special supply, clerks in charge
of contract stations, star route contractors and
steamboat contractors and their employees.
SQUIRRELS A NUISANCE IN TOWN
Gray squirrels, which were welcomed to the city
ten years ago, have become such a nuisance in
Eau Claire, Wis., that shooting in open violation
of the city ordinance and the game laws is perplexing city authorities. It is against the law to
use firearms in the city at any time and against
the State Game Law to kill squirrels except between Oct. 15 and Jan. 1. The squirrels gnaw
il"eat stretches of shingles from roofs, destroy
birds' eggs and . young, and interfere with · fruit
,r.ops. Just what is to be done to relieve the city
of Uieir ravages is being considered.
·

A NEW NATIONAL MONUMENT
President Harding's recent proclamation creating a national monument embracing the newlydiscovered' Timpanogos Cave in American Fork
Canyon, seven miles east of American Fork, Utah,
marks a new step in public recognition and use of
a region rich in natural beauty and attraction,
says the Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture. Discovered in 1921, the cave
was partially developed by officer of the Forest
Service, but, as their explorations opened up new
chambers and passages, the people of American
Fork because interested and made available nearly $2,000 to place substantial ladders and ~anl
rails and to illuminate the cave by the installation
of an electric lighting system. Last season the
beauties of the cave were enjoyed by enthusiastic
thousands, the daily attendance frequently ranging into the hundreds.

LAUGHS
Doctor-Your trouble, madam, seems to be due
to an excess of adipose tissue. Patient-Gra,cious 1 I wonder if that's what makes me so awfully fat?
"'~hy, Willie," exclaimed mother, "you've been
walking too fast for grandpa! You must remember he is very short of breath." "Short of
breath, nothin'; he's been breathin' a lot more
than I have."
•
Nervous Woman (to persistant beggar)-lf
I give you a piece of pudding you'll never returnwill you? Beggar..:._Welf, lady, you know your
puddin' better than I do!
Mrs. Kindly-Fancy a big strapping fellow
like you asking for money. You should be
ashamed of yourself! Beggar-I am, ma'am.
But once I got twelve months for taking it without asking.
The Angel (about to give beggar a penny)Poor man! And are you married? Be~gar-Pardon me, madam. D'ye think I'd be relyn' on total .
strangers for support if I had a wife?
"Dauber does very realistic work, doesn't he?"
said one artist to •another. "So much so" replied the other, "that those apples he paint;d six
weeks ago are now said by the critics to be rotten."
"Mamma, what would you do if that big vase
in the parlor should get broken?" said Tommy.
"I would whip whoever broke it," said Mrs.
Banks, gazing severely at her little son. "W~
then, you'd better begin to get up your muscle,
said Tommy, "coz papa's broke it."
A father, fearing an earthquake in the repon
of his home, sent his two boys to a distant fnend
until the peril should be over. A few weeks after
the father received . this letter from his friends
"Please take your boys home and send down the
earthquake."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
. LONDONER LAUGHS TO DEATH

The metaphor ·,,dying of laughter" was translated into fact in the case of the elderly Joseph
Cha~field, who was so tickled at the drollery of a
leadmg American movie comedian that he was unable · to control his laughter and suddenly coll~psed, d~ing in the arms of a woman sitting beside hrm m a cinema theatre in London.
Physicians said that Chatfield's heart had been
ruptured.
1,600-POUND TUNA GIVES A HARD FIGHT
Several sailors employed by the Manasquan, N.
J., Fishing Company were injured recently in a
three-hour fight with two giant tuna fish offshore at Manasquan. One of the fish finally tore
through the net and escaped. The other, lashed
by ropes to the ship, whipped savagely at the
fishermen with its tail and bruised several, but it
was finally subdued and brought to shore. It
weighed 1,600 pounds.
•
The men who had gone over the side to lash
the tuna were.taken aboard again by Capt. Henry
Swensen, badly cut and bruised.
BULLET PIERCES HIS BODY
A man who had been shot thr ough the body
istaggered into Police Hear dquarters, New York,
the other morning and fell into the arms of Patrolman John K r amer, on duty in the hallway.
Kramer sent for an ambulance, and . the injured
man, who said he is James Martina, thirty-one,
a watchman, was taken to St. Vincent's Hospital
in a serious condition.
He sa id he went to a restaurant in Mulberry
street, ha d something to eat, and was on his way
home when, at Hester street, he f elt a sh arp pain
in his side. He had heard no shot, according to
his story, but began to bleed and walked to Headquarters. Examination showed the bullet entered his body near his heart and passed out of
his back.
HICKORY SUPPLY AMPLE
Hickory is one of the best woods for automobile wheels and there is no danger of the exhaustion of hickory. So far as can be judged it
will be one of the last woods of the country to
fail to supply. Much is used for axe, hammer
and similar toy handles and for vehicles , but it
grows rapidly. It is peculiar among woods in
that the faster it g r ows the better it is. Second
growth-which is a fast growing hickory-is preferred for wheel making purposes. The wide
rings of spring wood w hich are found in open
ground hickory trees give a strength and toughness, exactly what is desired by makers of velticle wheels. It is believed that it will be a long
time in the future before automobile makers cannot get wood for wheels if they want it.
THE WORLD'S LARGEST OIL TANK
Covering an a1·ea of twenty acres and with a
capacity of 1,700,000 barrels, the world's largest
oil storage tank is nearing completion at Wil-

mington, Cal. Thi; concrete tank will rise only
eight feet above the ground, half of it being below
the surface. The roof will be supported by
wooden poles set in concrete blocks in the bottim of the tank, also of concrete.
Despite the vast quantity of oil that will be held
in the tank, the sides and bottom will be only four
inches thick. This feature is made possible by
the careful preparation of the earth under the
tank, by the methods of reinfo.. Jing the concrete
and by the nature-of the concret e. All soil around
the excavation for the tank within accurately determined distances is removed and repacked until
it is much more dense than at first. This is accomplished by tractors treaded with iron attachments that resemble a sheep's hoof. TJie sides
of the excavation are packed beyond the limits to
which the side of the tank will extend. These
sides are then cut through so that at all places
the texture of the soil will be constant.
This mammoth tank is the only large concrete
project of its kind built of poured concrete; usually they are constructed of steel.
CALIFORNIA'S "BIG TREES"
As the largest existing organism, the "Big
Trees of California" occupy a place unique among
the living things of the world, said Dr. H. A.
Gleason, lectur ing at the New York Botanical
Garden. While they may be exceeded in height
by some of Australia's gum trees, as they are exceeded in diameter by the chestnut trees of Sicily,
in actual bulk, said the lecturer, they are far
greater than either of these. Authenticated measurements show that California's big trees have
reached .a diameter of over 36 feet, heights of
more than 350 feet and ages wel_l over 3,000 years.
The big trees, known to the botanist as Sequoia
gigantea, have had a long · history. Far back in
geologic times various species of Sequoia were
scattered throughout the entire North Temperate
Zone and their fossil remains have been discovered in New Jersey. They even extended south
as far as Australia and Chile. For unknown reasons they have been unable to stand the vicissitudes of time, and now exist only in California,
where one species, the redwood, is common along
the coast from San Francisco northward; and the
second is found in groves in the Sierra Mountains, mostly in parks set apart for their preservation. They are extremely resistent to fii·e and
have no known fungus or insect enemies. They
are frequently damaged but pr obably not killed
by lightning, a s a result of which the crowns of
the older trees a re u sually very irregular . If it
were not for the damage by lightning it is quite
probable tha t they might exceed 400 feet in height.
Since they do not suffer from diseases and are
not seriously injur ed either by fire or lightning,
and since trees apparently do not die of old age,
the usual cause of death among the big trees is
by the undermining of the root system through
the gradual removal of the soil by water.
Dr. Gleason is Assistant Director of the New
York Botanical Garden.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
WHEN FAIRI E S LIVED IN ENGLAND
Toward the end of Neolithic times a race of
dwarfs, short of leg, but immensely strong in the
arms, and very like in appearance to the picture
of ''brownies" and gnomes which are drawn today, appeared in -the North of Scotland and the
islands round that coast. They had come from
Norway, crossing the North Sea in their kayaks.
Upon reaching these islands they were called
Picts, or Pedigts, meaning dwarfs. The Picts
lived in caverns underground, and their mysterious disappearance into the bowels of the earth
gave them a supernatural reputation. They further enhanced this reputation because of certain
lights from the openings of their subterranean
dwellings. Many legends can be traced back to
these lights. They were very active at night
time. Small buildings would be erected as forts
in the course of a single night, the stone being
passed from hand to hand noiselessly.

WIRE-HAIRED TERRIERS BEST A FAMOUS
LION
Killing of the famous old White River mou~tain
lion, one of the largest ever known in Arizona, and
which had been particularly destructive to livestock, has brought to the archives of the Biological Survey a story of a feat as thrilling as any
filmed in the movies.
Charley Miller, a co-operative hunter under the
Department of Agriculture, with a pack of wirehaired terriers, trailed the animal to the cliffs
near White River Crossing. There the lion tried
to whip the little terriers as he many times before had beaten off packs of hounds. The terriers
wouldn't yield and the animal took to a cave in
the side of the cliff.
·
Repeated chargi:pg failed to frjghten the terriers and the lion backed into the den. Miller,
lowered ovei: the side of the cliff and dangling
from the end of a rope in front of the den, shot
the lion, obtained the prey and was pulled safely
to the top of the cliff.

WALKING FISH
The "walking fish" is universally distributed
over India. There are numer ous species of these
fish which a re na t ives of the fresh waters of the
East Indies and Africa, some of which attain a
length of from t wo to four feet. They have a
long subcylindr ical body covered with small
scales, a snake-like hea d shielded on top with
large scales, a nd a long spineless dorsal fin. These
remarkable fish br eathe air by means of an air
chamber developed over the gills, and they die if
they breathe water too long. They live in holes
in the banks of the rivers and pools and similar
pl 31:>es and often burrow in the mud. The male
constructs a nest in which the ova are deposited.
T hey are able to survive droughts, living in semifluid · mud, or lying torpid below the hard baked

crust of a tank or pool f r om which every drop of
water has dried up. Respiration is probably su~
pended during this torpidity, but while the mud
is still soft enough to let them come to the Slll'face they rise at intervals to breathe air. ,

THE HOOKWORM
The success of the hookworm in the struggle
for existence has beeh won at the expense of man
and other animals, especially dogs and cats. The
grown-up worms live in th:e human intestine,
hanging on to its delicate walls each with his or
her four hooks from :which the family takes its
na~e. The _average family, not counting the offsprmg, consist s of Mr. Hookworm and three wives.
The offsprings are not counted because they are
innumerable. In the descriptive language of the
late Sir -Patrick Mansen the fema le produces a
prodigious and never-ending stream of eggs
which pass out with the human dejecta and are
disposed of with the' sewerage. They are spread
over the soil of countries like Chinli, where there
is no drainage system, and in other lands where
the system of disposal is more or less primitive
tl}.ere are always millians near the surface of the
land. It has been shown that when buried under
two feet of sand the eggs can still hatch into
larvae and burrow their way to the surface. The
baby hookworm is only one-fifth of a millimetre
long, whereas his parents measure fifty times
that length. But he grows up to be half a millimetre and is very hardy. Even after eighteen
months he may still be alive and ready to enter
a human host. Even after sunshine and frost
many little larvae will survive. Like the typhoid
bactillus he can find his way inside from · dirty
hands on the food that they handle or in impure
drinking water, but unlike this bacillus he can
also work his way through the skin. In the end
he always arrives at the same place, the human
intestine, and proceeds to gorge himself with human blood. As he grows he develops a special
poison which prevents the blood from coagulating.
This make it easier for him to feed and incidentally is worse for his ·host, for when the worm
moves on to new pasture the old wounds continue
for some little time to ooze blood. No wonder the
victims looks pale, feel lazy, and are stunted in
growth and intelligence.
The man, woman or child rarely dies of this
compla int directly, though death in some few
cases may follow before many months. More
often a lifeless existence is droned away until
some other disease comes to end the sickness. If
death were quicker and more dramatic it is .ce:rtain that hookworm disease would rank in the
public imagination with tuberculosis and cancer
as one of the great curses of humanity. As it is,
there are few who- have heard that more than
half of the 300,000,000 inhabitants of India ue
suffering to-day from tbis disease, that in the
mines of China the Rockefeller Commission baa
found an infection rate of about 90 per cent .I
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s1000 Reward

Everyday rewards like the above are being offered for the detection
of crime. _In the last year about $5,000,000 was offered in rewards,
besides the rewards which were offered by private parties. These rewards were finally won by the trained expert. The methods that trained
experts · use are so simple that the world is surprised at the ease with
which they make their deductions. These .experts are now also retained
by the corporations, banks and large institutions. You too can share
in these rewards as well as hold down a big-paying position. The demand
for the finger-print experf exceeds the supply. Positions are waiting right now to
be filled.

More Men Needed Right Now!
The professional finger-print expert is always in demand. It is the trained man
that is always sought for. Let me make you a finger-print expert. Then the position will be looking for you instead of you looking for a position. • We have so
many positions waiting to be filled right now that we are guaranteeing to place every
man as soon as he is finished with our course. And we are backing this remarkable
offe.r up with a $1,000 bank guarantee deposited with the Phillip State Bank of Chicago.

30 Minutes a Day·
Makes You a ·

·I Guar·a nte·e

Finger-print Expert

a Pos·ition
You
In

That is all the time necdsary. Just 30 minutes a day for a few months. The training
you get has been prepared by a linger-print
expert, who knows just what is required.
You need not give up your present occupation while you are studying this fascinating
work. And just think of it. You have a
position waiting for you.

what other line of work can you always be assured
of a positiqn-be certain you will always be sought
for 1 l mean every word when I say that I will
guarn.ntee you a position. Just think of ltl As soon
~as you have finished this course you step foto a position. You choose where you want to go. The
position i$ looking for the man. And that is because
you are a trained expert,
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lutely free a professional finger-print outfit. The same
kind that I use myself. The kind that is used by all
Get started right now and get into this big-paying profession.
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School ol Finger Prints
Room 10-93 7003 N. Clark st.. Chicago. Ill.
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about the positions that are now waiting to be
filled. Get started. The big opportunity that
you have been waiting for is here. Send the
coupon and learn all about it. DO IT TODAY I

COupon

Addres•~-

1

Cfty ·····-······ ••••.••••••• State•••••••

d '
1.1,

U.

s~ SCHOOL OF

FINGER PRINTS

Room 10-93 '1003 N. Clark-St~. Chicago. Ill.

A BOWFACING OAR

GlANDS MADE ACTIVE
An oar . has
. BY ANEW DISCOVERY
been devised by
Alton J. Wiltrout
Chemists Find a Substance Which
of Warsaw, Ind.,
Renews Viror by Effect on
iwhich permits the
Nerves and Secretions.
person who is
rowing in a boat
A discovery made recently by medi,.
to sit facing the
direction in which cal chemists will be hailed with delight
he is going. Such by millions. It is a substance which
oars are particu- quickly renews youthful vigor by inlarly useful when creasing the activity of the nerves and
the boat is u sed glands on whic_h vital force depends. Its
fer fishing pur- effect is so prompt fhat a few grains
poses, as it en- of it produce a visible improvement.
ables the person Thousands who have tried it tell of de.:
at the oars to lightful results in 24 to 48 hours, many
steer with accu- reporting a full re~toration of physical
racy at a critical powers within a week.
The discovery has what scientists call
moment while the
_,,-_
angler is playing
the fish. E ach oar a "selective" effect, concentrated directis made in two ly on important nerve centers, glands
sections and these and blood vessels. · Thus the circulation
operatively improves-, a new sense of warmth is
are
meta- felt -a nd the increased glandular activby
connected
and
straps
al
pivot bolt mount- ity soon brings a restoration of youthed in a roller ful power and animation, manifested in
bearing. E a c h sparkling eyes, buoyant step and an
section of the oar
operatively eagerness and increased capacity for
is
mounted on bars the duties of · life. The effects are virthat are support- tually the same in both old and young.
ed from the sides Men past 60 say the discovery has, given
of the boat. 'fhe them the vigor of the prime of life.
In the research department of the
bar which supports the inboar d l\'Ielto"n laboratories, the substance has
part of the oar is been made available for home treatm practically V- ment by combining it, in tablet form,
shaped -form and with other invigorating ingredients.
is supported _a t The result, known as korex compound,
both ends, w~1le is .a double-strength product, containthe bar on which .tng no harmful drugs, which users prot!1e out-board se?- nounce the most powerful and delighttion of- thE: oar is ful vitalizer known. In fact, its suemounted is s~p- cess has been so great that the distribported only at its utors invite any person needing it to
inner end, but is take a double-strength treatment with
partially support- the understanding that it costs nothing
.
ed by exten~ing if it fails. ·
across the sides . If you wish to try this amazini? inof the boat on vigorator write confidentially to the
which it rests. Melton L~boratories, 360 Massachusetts
When these oars Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., and the treatare not in u se ment will be mailed to you in a plain,
they may be fold- sealed package. You may enclose $2,
ed so as to lie en- or simply send your name, without
tirely with the money, and pay $2 and postage on deboat and may be livery. In either case, if you report "no
a results" after one week, the laboratories
into
folded
aborter l e n g t h will refund your money. These laborathan the ordinary tories are thoroughly reliable, so nooar for purposes body need hesitate to accept their
CJf transportation. guaranteed offer,

Bell llad!oon .. Bette,.Made., Bhlrte, P&Januus. and Nt,rhtahtrte direct from our

1
~!:
~11o~eiFi~!;:!\~~•~:e~:~
ceptioDal Taluea. No experience or

capital rt-Qntred. Iara-- et.ead.7 income
usu red. Entirely new proposition.
WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.

IIIADISON SHIRT CO., 803 ll'wey, N, Y. City

Pimple s

Tour akin can be qulekly cleared of PlmplH~okheada, Acne Eruption• on thefac• or body,
Itch. Eczema. ~ .lara'.ed Pores, Oily or Shiny S

'Z"REE

II:'

tow ..

nte-todaF(OT mr FREl!I lloo1r.i.
~ -'l'OH• SKIN, • t.ell~

51000 C:.h oayo l ~ • ! S . : ! = ~~ :

•

~'i,l!,,~

E.S.GIYENS, 1111! Cualul ds.,Kan • aaClb',Mo.

TOBACCO

Cured or No Pay
Habit
Any form,cia&ft,ciaarettes.pipe,cbewins ounuff

1

Guaranteed. Hannlo~- Complete treatment.eat
n .. tri~I. Co.ta S1 .dO if lt curea. Nothino- if it fai)f.

SUPERB.A. CO. M-21. Baltia••• Hd.

nc-,c1~0:1:f~~~~
AAJUM. Oepe. 971 MADISON.OHIO

OR.QUAYLE

FREE!

Big, Handsome, Dressed, Sleeping
Doll aent prepaid for selling ONLY
SIX PACKETS new Highb' Per•
fumed Sachet Powder AT lOt:.
Thia is a Special Offer to introduce
our sachet.
We also give Mama Doll.a, Walkinc
DoUs, and premiums for bo:rs.

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept.153
. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

SPECIALLY.
~95_,..~1g
~.,;t...-:,-;,,'

Brand new bloe steel, •

double a.afety automatics
bought before recent tariff r aise

,

✓

t~e~~~~~~~~~rn,er!~i-:~~~

m atic,41 -4in. long,ourNo. 74B110,speclal at $8.95.

Or regalar $25.00 beavysenice32-calibre,10-sbot aotoma-

tie, 6i n.J ong,ourNo. 74B120,•pecialat$9.7S. EXTRA
MAGAZINE FREE

with each gnn. Both sizes shoot 1111

standard cartridges.

1

PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY pins poetage.
Money back promptl:, If Not Satl•fl•d.
Dept. 74a UH Bl'ONWlly,N,.
CONSUMERS

co..

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST

lSl!IUES - -

1049 Young Wild W est and "Chapparal Cbick"; or, The
Bandits of the Foothills.
·
1050 " and the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta's Warning
Shot.
1051 " and the Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemm~ed In
by Enemies.
1052 " in the "Land of Dead Things"; or, Arletta and
the Vultures.
1053 " Llghtiilng Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on
Horseback.
1054 ." in the Golden Valley; or, Arletta•s Indian Sign.
1055 " Marked Mlistnng; or, Trapping the Horse
•:rhieves_
1056 " and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dyna•
mite.
1057 " Almost Beaten ; or~ The Secret of the Blasted
Pine.
1058 •· Buffalo Hunt; or, Arletta's Awfnl Ride.
1059 " at Boliva r Bntte ; or, The Camo That Was Run
by " Ba<l" Men.
1060 " and the Trapped Troopers; or, Arletta and the
Ap ache Ambush .
1061 " and the Cowgirl Queen; or, Th e Clea n-up at
Ranch Forty.
1062 " anrl the Indian Agent; or, Arletta's Daring
1063

"

1064' "
1065 "
1066 "
1067

"

1068

"

1069

"

1070 "
1071 "
1072 "
1073

"

1075

"

• 107G

"

1077

"

1078

"

1079

"

1080

"

1081

"

1082

"

1083

"

108"' "
1085 "

an~xpt%~e. Rich Ran chero; or, The Shot Th at
Made a Friend.
and the D eath Stream; or, Arle~ta's Awful
Alternative.
and "Spotted Sa m"; or Trailing a H alfbreed.
Scrimmage in Mexico; or, Arletta and the Va•
quero Dand:v.
Balldn g the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
(;h!nee.
,
t With
L eading the Cowboys; or, Arletta s F!gh
th e Rustlers.
,
Outwitting the Outlaws ; or, Dandy Dicks De·
fiance.
·
Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Red ·
skin Princess.
and "Cunning Chip"; or, 'The Gold Gang of
the Gulch.
anil the Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
Fightini;,: the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settl<>ment.
Stakin "-" a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Griz•
zl y n ·enr. ·
Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outbrea k .
·
Capt ur ing a Claim; or, Arietta and the Gold
Pock et.
nnn. the Deadwoo d Dead ~hot; or, The Man Who
W as Hard to Beat.
Rf'Scuing a Ranch man; or, Arletta and the
· Renegade Cowboys.
·
B etrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed 1n an Aztec
Tomb.
Fight at the Forks: or, Arletta and the Lost
Emig rant Train.
ancl the Desperado; or, The Masked ~ en of the
Mountain .
W eston Welcome; or, Arletta's Birthday Gift.
Rapid-Fire Fight; or, Holdin g a Cave of G;old.

For ••le by all newRdenlera, or will b • lient to any
addreH on receipt of price, 7• per copy, b, money er
11oala11'<> 1tamp1, by
HA.DRY E. WOLFF, Pobllaher, lac.,
lGG Wut 2Sil Street,
New York City

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amu11ing. They Contala
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 25. HOW T O BECOME A GYMNAST.- Cnntalnlng full directions for all kinds of gymnastic sports
and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five il1ust r ations. By P .rofessor W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A B OA T .

.-Fully Illustrated. Full ln~tructions are given In this
little book, t ogether with Instructions on swimming a nd
riding, companion sports to boating.
1
No 28. HOW TO TELL FORT UNES. -Every one Is
desirou s of knowing what his future life wlll bring
forth, whetl1er happines s or misery, wealth or pover t y.
Y&u can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced .
No, 29.

HOW To BECOME AN INVENTOR.- Every

boy should know bow inventions originated . This book
explains them all . giving examples In el ectricity h y~ra~lics, magnetism, optics , pneum atics, mechanics', etc.
No. 33. HOW 'l'O BEHAVE.- Contalning the rules
and eti q uette of good society and th e easiest and m os t
approved m ethod s of appearing to good a dvantage a t
balls, th e tb eeatre, church. and in the drawing-

fi~:-1i:s•

No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES. - A complete and
u sefu l little book, containing the rules and regulations
of billiards, bagatelle, bacl,-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
_
No. 36. HOW _TO SOLVE C01''UNDRUMS.- Contaln ln,r all the leadmg conundrums ot the day; amusing

rl<'lilles, curiou s catch es .a nd witty savings.
No. 40.

HOW TO lllAKE A.ND SE'1' TRAPS.-IncJu d-

No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW Y ORK END lllEN'S

lng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter rats
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
Illu s trat ed.

JOKE BOOK.-Containlng a great variety of the latest
jokes u sed by the most famous end men. No amatpur
minstrels is complete without this. wonderful little book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
SPEAKER.-Contalning a varied assortment of stum p
speecbe_s, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Just the thing tor borne amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YOltK l\UNS T RE L
GUIDE AND .,JOKE BOOK.- S-omet.bing new and very

Inst ructive. Every boy should obtain , this book, as it
contains full ins.tructions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupf' .
No. 46.

HOW TO MAKE A.ND USE ELECTRICl'.1:Y.

-A description or the wonderful uses of electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full in s tructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebe!
A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty illustrations.
•
No. 48.

HOW T O BUILD• AND SAIL CANOES.- .A

handy book for boy s, containing fnl! directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manner of sail•
ing them. Fully illustrated.
No. 40. HOW TO DEBATE,-Giving rules for con du cting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the best sources for procuring information
on t he questi ons g iven.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRJtS AND ANIJllALS
-A valua ble book, giving instructions in collecttni
preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals an d
Insects.
.No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH !CARDS.-Cont alnin g expla nations of the general principles of sleigbtof-lJ and appli cable to card tricks; of card tricks wltl!_
ordin a ry cards, and not requiring sleight-of-band; of
trick s involvin g sl eight-of-h and , or· the use or specially
prepared ca rds. Illustrated,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-.A: complete and
handy litt le book, givin g th e rules and full directions
for playing E uchre, Cribbage, Cassino , Forty -Five
R ounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, Au ction Pitch, All
F ou rs, a nd m an y ot her popular games of cards.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Contalning full instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomo•
tive ; together with a full description of everything an
engineer should know.
0

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy

This book contains all the most recent changes In the
method of construction and submis sion of scenltl'I?"·
SiXty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writ•
tng. For sale by all Newsdealers and Booksto-';'eS.
I ! you cannot procure a copy, send us the pl'lce,
85 cents, in money or postage st,tmps, and we will
mail you one, postage free. Address
·
L. SENABENS, 219 Seventh Ave•• New York,. N. Y.

For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent t o
any address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy,
in money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLt'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New Yor k

